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For most of America's sixty million grandparents, 
grandchildren are seen as one of the rewards of growing 
older. The Bible refers to grandchildren as "the crown of 
the aged." In our culture grandparenthood is portrayed as a 
time to enjoy children without the tensions and 
responsibilities associated with child-rearing. The 
grandparent-grandchild relationship is idealized as 
consisting of mutual love, respect, and enjoyment . For most 
older adults it is assumed that this intergenerational bond 
will be a voluntary bond. The most common orientation 
towards the role of grandparenting is "pleasure without 
responsibility" (Barranti,1985 p.344). 
Grandparents are of great importance to the family 
structure, often referred to as "guardians of generations" 
and "family national guard" (Hagestad, 1985 p.22). They 
play a strong role in keeping the family together, often 
acting as unofficial a r b i trators betwe en the gene rations. 
Past research shows that grandparents are seen as the 
symbol of family continuity, possessing great wisdom, 
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experience, and authority (Bengston & Robertson,l985) 
Perhaps the most important symbolic dimension of 
grandparenthood is, very simply, " being there" 
(Hagestad,p.21). The presence of grandparents helps to 
maintain the identity of the family and serves as an 
imaginary buffer against the younger generations mortality. 
The symbolic function of "being there" is also evident 
during times of family crisis . The presence of the older 
generation appears to have a calming effect, adding a sense 
of stability during times of crisis and transition 
(Bengston & Robertson,l985). 
Being there is sometimes not enough. Increase in life 
expectancy means more people are living long enough to 
become grandparents and even great-grandparents. This, 
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combined with a rise ln t he number and severity of social 
problems in America, has brought about new and unexpected 
roles for many grandparents. Among the functions a 
grandparent may be required to fu.lfi ll is that of full time 
caregiver to the grandchildren. When the adult children are 
unable to care for their children, grandparents often step 
in assuming a role that exce eds the boundaries of 
"gr andparenting." 
The increasing occurrence of grandparents raising their 
grandchi l dren is a subject of recent interest in the media. 
Public awareness of the p r obl em is growing as evidenced by 
recent newspaper and magazine articles and segments on " The 
3 
Donahue Show" (July 11,1991) and 20 / 20 (March 22,1991) The 
December,1991 issue of U.S News and World Reoort 
(Creighton,1991) addresses the subject in an article titled 
"Grandparents: The Silent Saviors". Grandparents raising 
grandchildren was also a topic of several sessions at the 
1992 American Society on Aging conference held in San Diego, 
California. 
Although still few in number, support groups for 
grandparents who are primary caregivers to their 
grandchildren are beginning to form. Participation 1n a 
support group can help ease the feelings of isolation, 
provide a sounding b oard fo r frustrations and worries and 
serve as an arena in which to share experiences and 
practical information. "GRANDPARENTS RAISING GRANDCHILDREN" 
is one of the foremost groups offering support. They 
describe themselves as grandparents whose first choice was 
not to become full-time grandparents but whose last 
alternative was t o become full-time grandparents. Their 
primary purpose and goals include providing moral and 
emotional support to the grandparents and working towards 
l egislation to protect the legal rights of grandparents. 
Although " GRANDPARENTS RAISING GRANDCHILDREN " is based in 
Colleyville, Texas, they provide organizational i nformat ion 
to anyone wishing to begin a support group in their area 
( Kirkland, 1991). 
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Statement of the Problem 
As demographics change, the number of elderly continue 
to increase. In the United States the numbers of those 65 
and older rose from 16.6 mi l lion in 1960 to 31 million in 
1990. Even more dramatic has been the i ncrease in those who 
are over the age of 85. In 1960 the number was only 0.9 
million, in 199 0 the number had climbed to 3.0 million (U.S 
Bureau of t h e Census,l 989 . ) Bruba ker (1990) estimates that 
of those over 65 years of age or older 77% are grandparents 
and 51 % are great - grandparents . 
The like lihood o f becoming a grandparent 1ncreases as 
life expectancy increases. At the turn of the century it 
was rare for an adult to survive long enough to see their 
gra ndch i ldre n r each a dolescence. Now, t hree, four and ev en 
five gene ration families are becoming common (Bengston & 
Robertson,l985). 
Due to the s carcity of research on this issue 
there a re no s tatistic s defi ning t h e exact number o f 
children under the care of their grandparents. I n the last 
decade t here has bee n a sha rp increas e, from a li ttle over 2 
mill ion i n 1 98 0 to app rox ima tely 3 . 2 mi llio n i n 1 991, in the 
number of chi l d r en in the United States that live with 
gra ndparents or o t h e r r e l a t ives. The U.S Census Bureau 
e s timat e s t h a t parents a r e not p r e sent i n a bout a t hi r d of 
t h ese c ase s s ugge sting t ha t t h e g r andp arent s a re t he ma j or 
car egivers (Minkler,Roe & Price,l992). The December 16, 
1991 issue of U.S News and Worl d Report states that there 
are 3 . 2 million children in the United States living with 
their grandparents. Rough estimates suggest that 4 percent 
of all white children and 12 percent of all black children 
in the United States are living with grandparents 
(Creighton,1991). 
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The middle generation continues to encount er increasing 
problems that render them incapa ble of responsible 
parenting. Drug and alcohol abuse seem to be the primary 
cause. Other situations which force the older generation to 
step in are teenage pregnancy, incarceration of the adult 
child, physical or mental illness of the adult child, and 
cases where the grandchildren are being physically or 
sexually abused (Montemayor & Leigh, 1982; Larsen,1990) 
As grandparen ts are called to active duty they 
face many challenges. Unexpectedly thrust into the world of 
parenting again they must cope with the physically and 
emotional ly draining tasks of day to day child care. 
Uncertain custody status is a ma jor source of worry ,adding 
the fear of future custody battles and complicating legal 
rights. Uncertainty over the future can obscure the 
grandparent ' s pos i t i on in the family structure. 
Grandparents often have many powerful emotions 
concerning their adult children which may i nclude anger, 
guilt, worry , r esentment and d isappointment. It is very 
common for the grandparent t o quest i on "Where did we go 
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wrong ? II They watch and try to help as their children 
struggle in situations that ultimately render them incapable 
of responsibly caring for their children. Compounding the 
probl em are frequent feel ings of anger and resentment 
towards the adult children for having placed them in such a 
difficult position. 
It is well documented that most grandparents prefer the 
role that wi l l allow them t o have 11 p l easure without 
responsibility " (Barranti,l985,p.344). Grandparents 
raising their grandchildren must give up this role. Many 
grandparents in this s i tuation feel as though they have been 
robbed of the much anticipated role of grandparent s. Gone 
are the dreams of spoiling, then sending home their 
grandchild to a safe, happy environment. For grandparents 
who become f ul l- time parents to their grandchildren the 
responsibilities eliminate the concept of grandparenting 
being a voluntary bond. They litera l ly become parents t o 
young ch ildr en again at a time in their liv e s when it is not 
the norm, not anticipated, a nd rarely desired. Corning to 
terms with the discrepancy between expected grandparenting 
roles and the reality of bei ng surrogate parents to 
grandchildren is difficult. Lack of rol e clarity l eave s no 
clear cut role definitions or mode ls t o follow . . 
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Purpose of The Study 
The purpose of this study is to better understand the 
role of grandparents as surrogate parents and the special 
needs and challenges they confront. Role theory is the 
theoretical framework used in this study. Role definitions, 
factors affecting role transition and role c l arity will be 
examined. The discrepancies in the grandparental role 
expectations versus the current role as surrogate parents 
will also be studied. The ambiguous nature of their role 
leaves no clear definition or guidelines in which to adhere, 
creating role confusion . Variables affecting role clarity 
will be studied. The relationship that the grandparents 
have with their adult child who 1s the parent to their 
g randchildren will be examined. As the transition from 
grandparent to surrogate parent is made many internal and 
external stressors are encountered. Some of these stressors 
will be examined in the study. 
General questions to be addressed 1n this study are: 
1. What does the grandparent v1ew as the ideal level of 
involvement wi t h grandchildren? 
2. What role does the grandparent feel they are f ulfil ling 
1n relation to their grandchildren? 
3. What factors have an impact on the grandparents level of 
satisfaction with the role ? 
4 . Does t h e a b sen ce of legal custody present problems? 
5. What is the relationship with the adult child ? 
6. What do the grandparents perceive as their greatest 
needs? 
7. Is there a social support network available? 
s~acy 
The incidence of grandparents that must assume 
responsibility for raising their grandchildren is on the 
lncrease . Because this is a circumstance for which society 
has no set norms and for which there is no preparation, 
transition into the rol e can be complex. The discrepancy 
between what the grandparent per ceives as the stereotypical 
grandparent and the role that they fulfil l will be studied. 
How the grandparent defines their role in relationship to 
their grandchildren will be looked at. Relationships 




REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Grandparenting is one of the oldest social roles; yet 
until recently, little research has focused on 
grandparenting . Grandparents have always been looked to as 
a symbol of family continuity, keeping the family together 
and maintaining a sense of family identity. Functioning in 
an authoritarian role , the grandparents were traditionally 
put on a pedestal apart from the other generations 
(Barranti, 1985). As society changes, family 
roles,including the role of grandparent, are rapidly 
undergoing transitions. 
Grandparenting Roles 
Changing views of grandparenting were researched in the 
1950's showing the desired role to be a form of friendly 
equality and informality (Albrecht,1954 ; Apple,1956). The 
relationship of friendly equality and informality was shown 
to be most prevalent in the absence of the grandparent 
holding a role of authority in the family structure. 
Disassociation from family power paves the way for the 
desired warm, indulgent relationship between grandparent and 
grandchild. Grandparents that participated in the 
grandparenting studies of the 1950's endorsed a pleasurable 
yet minimal accountability orientation toward the role of 
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grandparenting. Barranti (1985,p.344} indicates that the 
"pleasure without responsibility" orientation remains the 
preferred role today. The idealized grandparental role in 
our society has shifted from authoritative to indulgent. 
1 0 
Neugarten and Weinstein (1964} described different 
types of grandparenting and classified them into five 
categories. The "Formal" grandparent follows what he or she 
believes to be the prescribed role fo r grandparents, leaving 
parenting strictly to the parent. The "Fun Seeker " 
grandparent views his role as one of playmate to the 
grandchild. The "Distant Figure" grandparent has minimal 
contact with the grandchild, usually onl y on ritual 
occasions such as holidays, birthdays, and family reunions. 
The "Surrogate Parent" assumes care and responsibility for 
the child. The final category is the "Reservoir of Family 
Wisdom" In this category the grandparents are seen as 
dispensers of skills and resources and maintain a position 
of dominance in the extended family. 
Exploring the meaning of grandparenting, Kivnick 
(1982) developed five dimensions of grandparenthood. While 
all dimensions may be presen t in any grandparent , the 
i mp or tance o f a particular dimension i s i ndividualized. 
Rather than being related to behavior and ~actions, these 
dimensions communicate what it means to be a grandparent 
a nd how grandparent s vi ew the experi e n ce . The dimensi ons a s 
described by Kivnick are as follows; ( a) centrality-
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grandparenthood is central to the grandparents lives. { b) 
valued elder- passing on tradition and being valued in that 
capacity. {c) immortality through clan- patriarchal or 
matriarchal responsibility, identification with 
grandchildren and family immortality. (d) reinvolvement with 
personal past- grandparents reliving their own earlier lives 
and identifying with their own grandparents. {e) 
indulgence- attitude of lenience and indulgence toward 
grandchildren. If an individual attaches a great deal of 
importance to one dimension of grandparenthood and is unable 
to express this dimension, disappoin tment and 
dissatisfaction will be evident. 
Cherlin and Furstenberg (1985) constructed five 
classifications of styles of grandparenting: de tached, 
passive, supportive, authoritative, and influential. These 
s tyles of grandparenting will be further examined in the 
Role Theory section of this paper. 
The preferred role of grandparenting i s one of a 
voluntary nature but this is not always possible. As the 
middle generation faces such problems as divorce, substance 
abuse and unemployment, the impact i s felt by all 
generations. Frequently it is the o l der generation that 
must be there to pick up the pieces. Help is often given in 
the form of financial assistance, living arrangements, 
emotional support and assumption of responsibi lity for the 
f ull time c are of the grandchildren. 
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Historical Precedence of Black Grandparents 
The grandparent, more specifically the grandmother, has 
always held a position of importance in Black families. It 
was not viewed as unusual for the grandmother to assume the 
role of parenting her grandchildren due to needs of the 
extended kin, cultural precedence or historical events 
(Burton,1992) Traditionally, black families are seen as 
having a high level of interdependence between generations. 
Jones(1973,p.20) discusses the status endowed upon the 
black grandmother in the era between the early 19th century 
until the mi d-1960 's . Accompanying the status was active 
duty of role behaviors befitting the status. Jones writes: 
"As she (the black grandmother) grew older, she was even 
more respect ed and esteemed for her knowledge and for her 
contributions to people, for she willingly helped neighbors, 
as well as her own kin. In fact, it was not uncommon for 
the black grandmother to accept and rear, in addi tion to her 
own grandchildren, a niece, a nephew, a cousin, or even an 
orphan who had nowhere to turn for societal aid." 
Grandmothers continue to be a vital lin k in the 
black family serving many necessary f unctions. The role o f 
surrogate parent to their grandchildren continues to be one 
of these functions as statistics show that 12% of all black 
childr en in the United States a r e cur rent l y living wi t h 
t h eir gran dparents (Minkl er , et . al , 1 9 92). Wha t h as chang ed 
are the reasons grandparents are taking on the role. Burton 
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(1992) cites the main reasons now include economics,teenage 
pregnancies, high rate of single parent families and the 
epidemic of drug abuse. 
In Cherlin and Furstenberg's (1985) study of styles and 
strategies of grandparenting they found a significant 
difference between black grandparents and white 
grandparents. Two styles that are assoc iated with a high 
level of parental authority, authoritative or influential, 
were found in 63% of black grandparents as compared to only 
26% of white parents. A passive style of grandparenting was 
reported by only 8% of Black grandparents, emphasizing the 
major role Black grandparents play in their grandchildren's 
lives. 
Family Roles 
Elkind (1990) contends that the American family lS 
drastically di f ferent than it was even 25 years ago. The 
family structure that was once viewed as typical - one 
mothe r, one father and two children- is now in the minority. 
According to Elkind, single-parent fami lies, two career 
families, and blende d famil i es are becoming the norm. Such 
dramatic changes in the family s tructure are unp recedented. 
The increase in l i fe expectancy is a factor . that has 
changed the st r uc t ure of the family. Ros enwaike and 
Dolinsky (1987) not e t hat the life expectancy fo r a white 
ma l e has incre ased from 48 . 2 in 1900 to the current figure 
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of 73 years. For white females in the same time frame the 
numbers bave gone from 51.1 years to 78.9 years. This 
increase has led to the verticalization of the family, 
making four and even five generation families not unusual . 
Dychtwald (1989) points out that these changes mean that the 
family is no longer child centered but rather adult 
centered. The opportunity for intergenerational bonds lS 
greatly increased leading to the older generations 
frequently assisting the younger generations . 
Dychtwald (1989) discusses how grandparents are 
increasingly being called on to fulfill functional roles. 
In times of crisis the grandparents are called on to help ln 
various ways which often includes assisting financially, 
providing child care, and occasional l y steppi ng in to head 
the house hold. 
Legal Issues 
Be coming a parent to young children i s generally not 
anticipated or desire d but in many cases there is little 
choice. F a ced with the prospect of allowing the state to 
gain custody most grandparents choose to t a k e over the care 
of the ch~ldren . Placed in the unexpected role of surrogate 
parent the older adult may experience a sense of confusion 
concerning t heir role. Although they are biologically 
grandparents they are functi oning as paren ts to the child 
The r e are no pre-de t ermi n e d gui de lines to assis t them i n 
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clarifying their position in the family structure. 
Kennedy and Keeney (1988) in a study titled The 
Grandparent Project found custody arrangements to be an 
important variable in the attitudes of grandparents raising 
their grandchildren. There are several different types of 
formal and informal custody arrangements. This may include 
temporary or permanent custody awarded by the court as well 
as legal adoption of the child. In cases of informal custody 
it is common that the child has been with the grandparents 
since birth with no intervention from the natural parents. 
Another classification is the grandparents who are full-time 
care givers while the parents retain legal custody. This is 
seen when the situation is expected to be temporary or ln 
cases where the grandparents have not yet been awarded 
custody but are in the legal process currently. Kennedy 
and Keeney (1988) suggest that the clearer the arrangement 
in favor of permanent custody , the lower the levels of 
stress, anxiety, and conflict with the child's natural 
parents. They noted that uncertainty of custody was 
ref l ected in psychopathol ogies and conflicts with the 
natural parents that were revealed during group therapy. 
The occurrence of b e ing involved i n ongoing bitter custody 
battles was a source of stress for many of the grandparents 
that did not have legal permanent custody of their 
grandchildren (Kennedy & Keeney,1988). 
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Without legal custody the grandparents often live in 
fear that the grandchildren may be taken away at any time. 
At the mercy of the unstable adult child's whims, the 
grandparents are often subjected to emotional blackmail by 
the adult children. As long as they do what the adult child 
wants, they will be allowed to continue providing a stable 
,loving home for the grandchildren. It is the uncertainty 
that causes stress for the grandparents and grandchildren. 
Not knowing if this situation will be permanent or temporary 
makes it difficult to establish set role identities. 
Obtaining legal custody can be difficul t, the legal 
system recognizes very few rights of grandparents. There is 
great reluctance on the part of the legal system to 
interfere with the parent-child relationship. Even ln the 
worst circumstances courts tend to favor leaving the 
children with their natural parents. Despite evidence to 
the contrary they want to believe a parent will not harm 
the i r own child. The natural parents must be proven totally 
unfit as parents before the grandparents are allowed any 
legal rights (Wilson & DeShane,1982). Going to court to 
prove that one 's own child is an unfit parent c an be 
devastating, emotionally and financially . 
In a paper presented at the 38th annual meeting of the 
American Society on Aging, Knieps (199 2) discussed cases 
involving grandparents att empt i ng to gain custody of their 
grandchildren. Each state has it's own statutes concerning 
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rights of the grandparents. However, more states are using 
guidelines to determine the best interests of the child 
rather than automatically awarding custody to biological 
parents. 
Without legal guardianship or custody the grandparent 
may encounter a variety of problems. Unless one of the 
natural parents lives in the school district, enrollment in 
the public schools may be prohibited. Except in cases 
involving life threatening situations the grandparents have 
no legal rights to seek medical treatment for their 
grandchildren. Because of the background these children 
typ i cally come from, they are often in need of counseling or 
other special therapy. Without custody or guardianship 
access to these services may be denied. Insurance companies 
wil l not cover the grandchild unl e ss the grandparents have 
legally adopted the grandchild (Kirkland,1991). 
Role Theory 
The conceptual framework for this study will be based 
on role theory. There are many definitions of roles. 
Biddle and Thomas (1966) note that perhaps the most common 
definition is that rol e i s the s et o f prescriptions d e fi n ing 
what the behavior of a person in a specific situation should 
be. Roles are sets of social norms, beliefs or expectations 
t h a t p eopl e ough t or ought not t o b ehave in c e rtain ways 
(Burr, Hill, Nye & Reiss,1979). Linton (1936) proposed that 
" role" refers to the behavior of people in positions or 
statuses. The term "role enactment" is frequently used to 
refer to the behavior of people in social roles. 
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Sarbin (1968) describes the variable of organismic 
involvement as the proportion of a person's concentration, 
effort or engrossment that a role demands. Sarbin theorizes 
that there are seven levels of involvement ranglng from 
noninvolvement at the low end of the continuum to 
bewitchment at the high end. 
In Sarbin's scale (see figure 1.) the base level lS 
non-involvement which is described as when a person has a 
role or status, but it demands no activity. The next stage 
is casual role enactment in which a person can perform a 
role with little attention or concern. Behavior is often 
routinized. In the second stage, ritual acting, there is a 
slightly greater involvement of the self. The next stage, 
engrossed acting, the role becomes the main activity 
although other things can still be done. In the fourth 
stage involvement in the role becomes exclusive and requires 
high level of involvement . This is called the hypnotic 
stage. The upper three l evels described by Sarbin , 
hyst e r i onic neur os i s , ecstasy, and bewitchment, are very 
rare requiring maximal invol vement of the entire organism. 
Figure 1. Sarbin's Scale of Organismic Involvement 
Zero. Noninvolvement 
I.Casual role enactment 
II.Ritual acting 
III. Engrossed acting 
IV. Classical hypnotic role taking 




These levels of role involvement can be looked at in 
relation to grandparenting roles . The beginning five levels 
in Sarbin's scale can be compared with Cherlin and 
Furstenberg's (1985) five categories of grandparenting 
styles . The grandparent's level o f involvement with their 
grandchildren categorizes grandparents into f i ve styles : 
d e tached, passive, supportive, authoritative and 
influential. 
Grandparents tha t fit the description of "detached" are 
those that are grandparents in a symbolic sense only. They 
are distant, remote figures to their grandchi ldren. On 
Sarbin's scale t h is t ype of grandparent would rank on the 
zero level , non-involvement. The "passive" grandparent has 
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more frequent contact but on a superficial level. They 
offer assistance if needed but prefer not to interfere. 
This level of involvement can be classified on Sarbin's 
scale as casual role enactment or ritual acting. The 
"passive" grandparent best fits the image of the typical 
American grandparent. The "supportive" grandparent is very 
involved in their role as grandparent. They generally 
provide many services to the grandchild and have frequent 
contact. This style of grandparenting correlates with 
Sarbin's stage III, engrossed acting. Sarbin's stage IV, 
the hypnotic stage, can be used to describe the 
"influential" grandparent. "Influential" grandparents have 
almost daily contact with their grandchildren sometimes 
fulfilling the role of surrogate parents. Grandparent ing i s 
thei r main role requiring almost al l of their t ime and 
energy. The style of "authoritative" grandparenting can 
overlap stage III and s tage IV on Sarbin's scale. Frequency 
of contact may be less for "authoritative" grandparents 
than for "influential" grandparents but similarly they 
exhibit parent like behavior towards the grandchildren. 
When people are required to make major adjustments in 
t h eir role they go t hrough role trans ition. Grandparents 
who become surrogate parents t o the i r grandchildren are 
often removed from a minimal level of involvement, such as 
" passive" grandparenting, and are forced to i mmerse 
themselves in maximal inv olvement as " influential" 
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grandparents , a pseudo-parental role. The addition of a new 
role that is unexpected at this stage of life makes the 
transition complex. Dissatisfaction may be high if a 
grandparent was removed from a desired role of 
grandparenting and placed in one that was not chosen. 
The transition to becoming parents of dependent 
children again causes stress due to the unexpected sequence 
in the life course. People operate on invisible timetables 
having certain expectations for each stage of life. 
Anticipatory Socialization is a theoretical idea within role 
theory describing the process of learning the norms of a 
role before being placed in that role. Without the 
opportunity to learn the norms of the role the transition 
into the role will be more difficult. Also affecting the 
ease of transition is the presence of a set of peers that 
are going through the same transition and provide social 
support. 
The ease of role transition 1s impacted by the idea of 
role clarity. If the new role is one that society views as 
important and there is a designed procedure for the move the 
transition will be smoother (Cottrell,1942). Most 
grandparents have little preparation for the t ransition from 
grandparent to surrogate parent to their grandchildren. 
Although having parented children before, it was at a time 
in t heir life when it was most lik ely a desired a nd expected 
role. Becoming parents to their grandchildren is a role for 
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which society has no set norms or even more importantly, no 
social support system . Lacking knowledge of others in this 
position exacerbates feelings of inadequacy and also 
isolation. 
Summary 
As Bengston and Robertson (1985) cite, grandparents 
have always been an important part of the family structure. 
Traditionally they were seen as authoritative figures, the 
heads of the family. Historically, their function was 
primarily symbolic, preserving the sense of family 
continuity and giving a sense of stability by simply "being 
there". 
Changes in our society have brought about changes 1n 
the role of grandparenting . The foremost change is the 
increasing life span, allowing more people to experience 
grandparenthood. Problems in our society appear to be on 
the rise: drug and alcohol abuse, teenage pregnancy, child 
abuse, mental illness. These problems affect all 
generations of a family. More and more often grandparents 
are called out of their symbolic role and forced into a 
functional role . Assistance may be required in the form of 
occasional babysitting, financial aid or, in extreme cases, 
raising their grandchildren. 
In this study the author will attempt to explore, 
in- depth, the intricacies of the situation of grandparents 
involved in raising grandchildren. Stresses commonly 
related will be probed as will positive aspects. The goal 
of this study is to broaden the base of knowledge existing 




As the prevalence of grandparents raising grandchildren 
increases more information must be generated to enable a 
better understanding of their situation. Programs, services 
and support groups must be developed to help meet the needs 
of older adults. Although this is a topic that is 
increasingly evident in the popular media, there has been 
very little research done. Because of this and the nature 
of the topic, this study was designed to be descriptive and 
exploratory. 
Sample 
Purposive sampling, in which subjects are chosen based 
on the purpose of the research, was used. In utilizing 
purposive sampling subjects are chosen to participate 
because of their relevance to the research topic (Smith, 
1991). This study will focus on grandparents in a large 
Metropolitan area in the Southwest who are currently raising 
their grandchildren. Contact was made through a support 
group, "GRANDPARENTS RAISING GRANDCHILDREN". Ten people were 
interviewed, eight female and two male. The sample size was 
small because of the time requirements necessary to conduct 
in-depth interviews and the repetition of information being 
collected. One hundred percent of the respondents were 
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White. This middle class, White sample was selected because 
previous studies discussing grandparents raising 
grandchildren have focused on Black grandparents 
(Minkler,et. al., 1992), (Burton,1992). Age range of the 
respondents varied from 39 to 58 with the median age being 
51.4 years. Fifty percent were the maternal grandparents 
and 50% were paternal grandparents. The age of the adult 
child who is parent to the grandchildren ranged from 21 to 
37 with 25.6 years as the median age. Seven of the 
grandparents had one grandchild living with them, one had 
two, one grandmother had three and one grandmother had four 
grandchildren living with her. Ages of the grandchildren 
ranged from one year old to sixteen years old with the mean 
age being 4.16 years. Of the sixteen grandchildren involved 
in the study thirteen were male and three were female. The 
grandchildren have been living wi t h their grandparents from 
one year to four years, 1.6 being the average. Half of the 
respondents were ma rried, half were single. 
Instrumen t 
Because there has been very little resear ch on this 
topic it was dec i ded to devi se a res earch instrument for the 
purpose of this study. In developing the instrument a pilot 
study was done as well as informal d i scussions with 
grandparents who are raising t hei r g randchildre n. 
Initially a small pilot study was done as part of a 
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class research project. A twenty-five question survey was 
developed concerning grandparents attitudes regarding their 
role as caregivers for their grandchildren. Issues 
addressed included methods of discipline, perception of 
role, and challenges and rewards associated with their 
situation. A demographic section was included to ascertain 
specifics of their situation. Interviews were conducted 
face to face lasting approximately one hour. The sample 
size was very small, only four respondents. Although this 
study was inconclusive, it assisted in clarifying what 
direction the research needed to proceed. Questions were 
narrowed from 25 questions to ten questions and redirected 
to generate more open discussion. 
To better understand the situation of grandparents 
raising grandchildren the researcher met with 10 
grandparents who were raising their grandchildren. After a 
lengthy discuss ion it became obvious that there were 
numerous recurring issues. Repeatedly, grandparents 
discussed their disappointment with missing out on the 
expected grandparent role . Another issue that appeared to 
be a source of great stress was the uncertainty o f what the 
future held. Not knowing what l ength of time thei r 
grandchildren would be with them and not having any legal 
rights concerning custody was a point of emotional confusion 
and worry. The remaining issue that brought v e ry strong 
response was concerning their adult child. A surprising 
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number stated that they felt their life would be eas1er if 
their own adult child were totally out of the picture. 
Sporadic visits created tension and interfered with the 
emotional well-being of both the grandchildren and the 
grandparents. Because of these responses the final research 
instrument was designed to elicit information about the 
grandparent's role with their grandchildren and their adult 
children. 
A research instrument has been developed consisting of 
ten in- depth open-ended questions. The questions have been 
designed to elicit information about many aspects of the 
issue. The focus of the questions have been devised to 
retrieve respondents perception of their role with their 
grandchi ldren, their adult children and their feelings 
regarding their role. Open-ended questions were decided to 
be the most appropriate for this study because they will 
al low the researcher to gain knowledge of people's 
experiences, opinions, feelings and knowledge without the 
constraints of pre-determined responses. Using open- ended 
questions will enable the researcher to enter without pre-
conceived ide as and biases. Using this method also 
facilitates the inclusion o f individua l varia tions . 
The non-schedule standardized interview format was used 
to present the same questions to all respondents while sti l l 
allowing the researcher t he freedom to alter the s e quence o f 
questions to meet the needs of the respondent. Denzin 
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(1989,p.l07) states "with this approach, the interviewer 
will often find that the interviewees will raise important 
issues not contained in the schedule, or will even summarize 
entire sections of the schedule in one long sequence of 
statements." 
Data Collection 
Participants in the support group, "GRANDPARENTS RAISING 
GRANDCHILDREN", were told about the research project and 
volunteers were requested. It was advised that the 
interview would last approximately one hour. A sign up sheet 
was passed around a nd those interested signed their names 
and te l ephone numbers. Appointments were made with each 
respondent, stressing that it be a plac e and time convenient 
to t hem. Respondents were called the night before to 
confirm their appointment. Eight of the ten respondents 
chose to meet at their home. The remaining two interviews 
were conducted in a resta uran t at lunchtime to a ccommodate 
their busy schedules. Before beginning the interview the 
respondent was asked to read and sign the consent fo rm. 
They were a l so verbally reassured by the interviewer that 
al l informat ion would b e confident i al. Permission to tape 




This study is qualitative ln nature, allowing the issue 
to be explored in-depth a n d ln detai l . As information was 
gathered through interviews it was organized into narrat i ve 
descriptions. Categories were created to record 
consistencies in responses. Case studies were used to galn 
a full understanding of individual situations and bring an 
awareness of similarities and individual varia t i ons among 
respondents. Descriptive statistics were used to describe 
the particular character istics of the group studi ed and the 
s a mple r esponse s. 
Limitations 
The l ack of generali zability is a concern f or this 
study due to the fact tha t a purposive sample was used 
rather than a r andom sample. Although some commonal ities 
may be assumed for grandparents in s i milar situations, it is 
a lso spe culate d that many var i a tions exi st. 
The s mal l size of the sample , t e n r espondent s, is a 
definite limi tation. A l arger sample may be seen as being 
more repr esentat ive of the group b e ing s tudied. 
Internal r e lia b ility may b e t h r eat e n e d i f r espondents 
do not answer truthful l y . Because t h is is an emotional 
topi c, some of t he ques tions may h a ve b een di f f icult for t h e 
responden t t o a n s wer c andidly. Assu rance of con fi d entia l ity 
and t h e researcher ' s non- judgmental a pproach appeared to 
hel p t o all ev i a t e fea r o f disclosure. 
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Interviews were conducted in comfortable atmospheres of 
the respondents choice. Occasional disturbances that did 
not appear to affect the respondents in any way were not 
uncommon. These included the telephone ringing, children 
playing in a nearby room, other family members occasionally 
corning in and out and in one case a television in the 
background . For the respondents, these were the normal 
activities and noises that did not interfere with the 
interview. In only one situation did the activity in the 
background intrude to the extent that it made concentration 
difficult for the researcher. In t hat case there were six 
children ranging in age from two to n i ne playing in a nearby 
room, two adult children i n and out of the room, the 
grandmother's bedridden husband in t h e next room and a 
television on in the background. Upon leaving the 
interview site the tape was analyzed immediately. Although 
this was definitely not a controlled environment the 
advantages of conducting t he interviews at the respondents 
homes outweighed any inconveniences. For most of the 
g randparents, obtaining child care 1n order to assist a 
s tudent with research would be out of t he 
que s t i on, logis t ically and f i nancially. More i mportan tly 
visiting in their homes seemed to put them more at ease, 1n 
control of the situat ion. It also allowed the researcher an 
ins ide vie w of the reality o f their live s. 
Validity of the research heavily rests on the ski l l and 
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effort of the researcher. Due to the sensitive nature of 
this topic, the rapport established between the researcher 
and respondent is critically important. Although this could 
be seen as a weakness, this researcher believes that this 
was a definite strength of the study. Before any data was 
collected the researcher had developed a comfortable 
relationship with all the respondents through the 
"GRANDPARENTS RAISING GRANDCHILDREN" support group. 
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Abstract 
Grandparents have always been an important part of the 
family structure, a link between the generations. As the 
middle generation attempts to deal with challenges in 
. . ' 
society : unemployment, increasing divorce rate, substance 
abuse, it is becoming increasingly common for the older 
generation to be called in to raise their grandchildren. 
With this role come many complex problems and role issues. 
The purpose of this study is to explore the intricacies 
associated with grandparents accepting the task of raising 
their grandchildren. Role issues were also addressed. Ten 
grandparents currently raising their grandchildren were 
interviewed using an in-depth interview format. 
Grandparents reported financial difficulties associated with 
raising their grandchildren as a major area of stress. 
Relations with the adult children were also reported as a 
primary cause of dissatisfaction. Deprivation of the 
desired grandparent role was seen as a source of 
disappointment for a majority of the grandparents 
interviewed. A large discrepancy between desired role and 
actual role existed for the most of the respondents. 
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Introduction 
Grandparents have always been an important part of the 
family structure, playing a strong role in keeping the 
family together and acting as arbitrators between the 
generations (Dychtwald,l989). Traditionally, their most 
important function has been very simply "being there", a 
symbolic dimension that helps maintain the identity of the 
family and preserve a sense of continuity (Bengston & 
Robertson, 1985). 
Because of several factors, medical technology, 
health~er lifestyles, people are living longer. The longer 
life expectancy means more people live long enough to become 
grandparents (Rosenwaike & Dolinsky,1987; Brubaker,1990; 
Bengston & Robertson,1985). This change, combined with a 
rise in the number and severity of social problems such as 
unemployment, divorce, substance abuse, mental illness, and 
child abuse, has brought the expansion of roles necessary 
for grandparents to fulfill. Among those roles is the 
increasing frequency of grandparents who must assume the 
task of parenting their grandchildren. (Minkler,Roe & 
Price, 1992; Creighton,1991). 
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Grandparenting Roles 
Research about grandparenting in America has shown that 
most grandparents prefer a role that is voluntary, focusing 
on fun .and. pleasure with minimal obligatory functions 
(Albrecht,1954: Apple,1956; Barranti,1985; Cherlin & 
Furstenberg,1983). "Passive"·grandparenting is the 
stereotypical role for American grandparents. According to 
Cherlin and Furstenberg's (1983) categories of 
grandparenting styles, the "passive" grandparent has 
frequent contact but it is on a superficial level. They 
offer assistance if needed but prefer not to interfere. 
In contrast to the "passive" style of grandparenting 
envisioned by many Americans is the historical role of the 
Black grandmother. The Black grandparent, specifically the 
Black grandmother, occupies a role of great importance in 
the family. The Black grandmother has traditionally 
performed many vital functions including raising 
grandchildren (Jones,1973; Burton,1993). Acting as a link 
between the generations, the Black grandmother continues to 
play a critical part in the family structure. 
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Role Theory 
Being asked to give up an expected and desired role of 
grandparenting in. exchange for the seldom envisioned or 
coveted role of raising grandchildren brings about a 
multitude of complexities (Kennedy & Keeney,1988; 
Kirkland,1991). Role theory forms the foundation for 
understanding the changes experienced when making the 
transition from one role to another (Biddle & Thomas,1966; 
Linton, 1936; Sarbin, 1968; Cottrell,1942). Sarbin (1968) 
discusses roles according to the level of involvement 
required to fill particular types of roles. Sarbin 
theorizes that there are seven levels of roles requiring 
various levels of effort ranging from non-involvement to 
maximum involvement. The base level and the upper level are 
rare, most roles demand an effort somewhere in between. 
Making a transition from one level to another, especially if 
done involuntarily, can be quite difficult. 
In this study the author will discuss some of the 
problems grandparents encounter when they become parents to 
their grandchildren. The main focus of this study is to 
explore in-depth the feelings and experiences of the 
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grandparents concerning their situation; their relationship 




Respondents were selected from a group of grandparents 
participating in a support group organized by the 
researcher, "GR.li...NDPARENTS RAISING GRANDCHILDREN" in a 
Metropolitan city in the Southwest. This purposive sample 
of participants are currently involved 1n the full time 
responsibility of raising at least one grandchild under the 
age of eighteen. 
The sample consisted of ten grandparents, eight women 
and two men, ranging in age from 39 to 58 with the median 
age being 51.4 years. All of the respondents were white. 
This type of sample was selected because a majority of 
previous studies examining grandparents raising 
grandchildren have focused their attention on Black 
grandparents (Minkler,Roe, & Price,l992; Burton,l992) 
Although these studies have been vital to the development of 
knowledge, the rapidly growing phenomena of grandparents 
raising grandchildren ln the middle class, white community 
is an overlooked area of research. The White grandparents 
were also chosen because of previous studies suggesting that 
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raising grandchildren is more often expected and more easily 
accepted among Black grandparents (Jones,1973; Cherlin & 
Furstenberg, 1985). 
Fifty percent of the respondents were maternal 
grandparents and 50% were paternal grandparents. (See Table 
1.) Grandparents were equally divided in regards to marital 
status, 50% were married, 50% were single. A large 
majority, 70%, were raising only one grandchild while the 
remaining grandparents had two or more grandchildren 
currently living with them. Ages of the grandchildren 
involved ranged from one year of age to sixteen years of 
age, the mea n age was 4.16 years. Of the sixteen 
grandchildren, thirteen were males and three were females. 
The grandchildren had been living with their grandparents 
from one t o four years, 1.6 years being the average. 
Insert Table 1 about here 
Primary causes glven for the adult child being unable 
to take care of the grandchildren were substance abuse (60%) 
and the adult child abusing or neglecting the grandchildren 
(40 %) . In four of the six cases where s ubstance abuse was 
reporte d as t h e main cause physical abuse , s exual abuse or 




The researcher developed a set o f ten open-ended, in-
depth questions to be used in a non-structured, standardized 
interview format. This arrangement allowed the researcher 
to approach the interviews without pre-set response 
categories, possibly omitting relevant material. Because 
there is very little information on this subject, this 
design was particularly beneficial to this exploratory 
research. Ordering of questions was altered to meet 
individual respondents needs and further optimize accurate, 
clear answers. The questions were designed to elicit 
information about the individual's situation, their 
relationship with their adult child , and their perception of 
their role in regard to their grandchild. 
Data Collec tion 
During the pilot study phase of the study the 
researcher organized an ongoing monthl y support group in the 
community , "GRANDPARENTS RAISING GRANDCHILDREN". From the 
beginning participants were aware of the researchers 
graduate student status and research intent. Developing 
relations h ips through the s upport group prior to t h e 
research enhanced the success of this project. Subjects had 
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the opportunity to become acquainted with the researcher and 
develop a rapport that made discussion of personal lives 
more comfortable. Four months after the group was formed 
the researcher explained the details of what participation 
in the research project would entail and volunteers were 
requested. Appointments were made with the time and 
location convenient to the respondent . Telephone calls 
were made the night before an interview to remind the 
participants and confirm time and location. 
Eight of the participants were interviewed in their home, 
two in resta urants. Interviews varied in length from one 
hour to three hours, with approximately one and a half 
hours being the average length of interview. Brief notes 
were taken during the interviews but permission was gained 
from each individual respondent to allow the interview to be 
tape recorded to allow better accuracy. 
This study was exploratory in nature, attempting to 
learn more information about grandparent s who as sume the 
task of raising their grandchildren. Through open-ended 
questions the research aspired to gain knowledge about 
individual situations and perceptions concerning role 
f u l f illment. 
Ana lysis and Findings 
This s t udy exami ned seven ma j or res earch themes. 
They are: 
1. What does the grandparent view as the ideal level of 
involvement with grandchildren? 
2. What role does the grandparent feel they are fulfilling 
in relation to their grandchild? 
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3. What factors have an impact on the grandparents level of 
satisfaction with the role? 
4. Does the absence of legal custody present problems? 
5. What is the nature of the relationship with the adult 
children that are parents to the grandchildren 
involved? 
6. What do the grandparents perceive as their greatest 
needs? 
7. Is there an adequate social support network available? 
Grandparents Discuss Grandparenting Experiences 
Level of Involvement 
To address the first major theme, grandparents were 
asked what they thought the ideal grandparent- grandchild 
relationship was and what they envisioned their relationship 
with their grand9hild would be like five years from now. 
In discussing the grandparents perception of the ideal 
grandparent-grandchild relationship, eight of the ten talked 
about spending time in leisure activities with their 
grandchild. The word "fun" was mentioned by each of these 
e ight gra ndpare nts. 
Insert Table 2 about here 
One of the grandmothers felt that she did have the 
ideal grandparent-grandchild relationship with two 
grandchildren that do not live with her. Filling the role 
of the indulgent grandparent, she stated, " I have the 
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ideal relationship with two other grandchildren. They come 
to see me, I dote on them, and buy them things." 
The remaining respondent, a grandfather, saw t he ideal 
relationship with his grandchild being one of a voluntary 
nature with frequent visits. Envisioning the ideal 
relationship with his grandchild he articulated, " He would 
come to visit, talk about problems, I would give him love 
and support." 
None of the grandparents felt their current situation 
o f being primary caregivers to their grandchildren was 
ideal. Using Cherlin and Furstenberg's (1985) 
classifications of styles o f grandparenting, 90% desired the 
rol e of "passive" grandparenting. "Passive" grandparenting 
which is defined as f requent contac t on a superf i cial l evel 
is the stereotypical role for American grandparents. The 
remaining grandparent 's visualization of the ideal situation 
fi t Cherlin a nd Furstenberg's category of "supportive 11 
grandparenting. This type is very involved with the 
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grandchild, providing many services and having frequent 
contact. 
Also dealing with the first research question, 
respondents were asked how they viewed their relationship 
with their grandchildren five years from now. Half of the 
grandparents responded that they are hopeful that their 
adult children will have gotten their lives in order enough 
to resume parenting duties. Several of the grandparents 
expressed similar desires for the future: 
*I hope my daughter can make positive changes in her 
life, take the kids back and I can be a grandma again . 
*Ideally one of the parents will mature enough to take 
over the parenting responsibilities so I can be a 
part-time grandmother again. 
The remaining half of the grandparents saw no 
significant changes in caretaking arrangements in the next 
five years. Most of the grandparent s in this segment 
seemed to have come to the realiza tion that thei r adult 
children could probably never be expected to successfully 
resume parent i ng duties. Exemplifying the half - hearted 
resignation many grandparents express about the future one 
g randfat h e r expressed his thoughts concerning the future. 
"We'll still be raising Alex, our son will still be out 
there doing his own thing, it's a v icious ci r cle. I just 
pray he (the adult child) wil l sett l e down. " 
The grandparents in this group had been parenting their 
grandchildren an average of 3.14 years as opposed to the 
group that foresaw a change in their status having been in 
their current role a minimum of six months, a mean of 1.41 
years. This difference may be attributed to the length of 
time necessary for the grandparent to grieve the loss of 
their role as grandparent and begin to accept the role of 
parent to their grandchildren. 
Role Fulfillment 
The second research question dealt with the issue of 
role fulfillment. In an effort to better understand the 
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question of roles, participants were asked two questions. 
The first question considers the reasons the grandparents 
have taken over the parental role. In response to this 
question a ll of the grandparents (1 00%) expressed their 
concerns about their grandchildren's well being and felt it 
was their duty to protect them. 
In conjunction with this question of roles the 
grandparents were asked about the difficult aspects of the 
situation . Many of the grandparents discussed the role in 
which their grandchildren appeared to vi ew them and how they 
dealt with att empting to clarify often confusing and 
shifting roles. The seemingly simple fact of wha·t the 
grandchi l dre n call t he grandparen t raises many concerns and 
uncertai nti e s for the grandpa r ent s . 
For exampl e, a grandmother of a two year o l d says that 
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although she always tells him that she is his grandma, he 
still calls her "Mama". When his Mother visits he also 
calls her "Mama". The grandmother worries about the 
grandchild's confusion at having two "Mamas". A grandmother 
of a four year old reports that he recently asked if he 
could call her Mama but she said" No, I'm your Nana." Now 
she questions whether that was the right thing to say. One 
grandmothe r feels very strongly about the grandchildren not 
calling her" Mom". She has told her grandchildren: "You 
call me grandma, I am your grandma. No matter what terrible 
things your mother did to you she is still your Morn." 
Despite her insistence the grandchildren still frequently 
call her "Morn". A grandmother raising two grandsons 
reports incongruency even among the two grandchildren. The 
three year old calls her" grandma" but the younger 
child,whorn she has cared for since infancy calls her "Mama." 
The sadness at the loss of being a grandparent was also 
addressed at this time. Sixty percent of the grandparents 
expressed a sense of sorrow at the deprivation of 
experiencing the expected role of grandparent. One 
grandmot her quite eloquently summed up the feelings: 
*You cannot be a grandparent and a parent too. You 
grieve because it hasn't turned out like you thought. 
You expected to rear children and then si t b a ck and be 
a grandparent. Now I can't be a grandparent. I 
have t o be a par ent .... a gain . 
A grandf ather concu rs adding : 
*You can't be parents and grandparents both. You have 
to pick one role and stick with it. If you're going 
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to do a good job raising these kids, unfortunately, it 
must be the grandparent role that goes. 
Insert Table 3 about here 
Factors Affecting Satisfaction 
In this study the author also attempted to determine 
variables that grandparents report to positively or 
negatively impact their satisfaction with the situation. To 
ascertain these factors the grandparents were asked two 
questions. What are the most difficult aspects of your 
situation? What are the most positive aspects of this 
situation? Respondents were allowed to report as many 
factors as they desired. 
In considering the most difficult elements, f i nancial 
burden and dealing with the adult child were the most 
frequently reported with six out of the ten citing them as 
troublesome . Discussing the strain of f inances one 
grandfather asserted, " We should be financially 
comfortable by now but we're giving it away, we work too 
hard." 
The stress of dealing with the adult child was an 
ordeal for 60% of the grandparents. Some of the comments 
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made about coping with the adult children: 
*Taking care of the baby 1s easy, it's dealing with my 
daughter that's tough! 
*I have a great deal of difficulty getting along with 
my son. We have very different ideas about child 
rearing. 
*I don't like Steve (his son). Sometimes I want to 
kill him for what he's done to all of us. 
Other factors that caused stress for the grandparents 
were the fatigue resulting from the physical act of taking 
care of young children {40%), lack of time to pursue own 
interest was mentioned by 30% of the respondents and 
deleterious effects on their own health was a concern for 
20% of the grandparents. The need to sacrifice their own 
lives was referred to by 5 0% of the r espondents. Some 
comments made pertaining to sacrifice: 
*I gave up everything, my business, my social life. 
I had to give up the life I had. It was hard but it 
was the only way to survive. There is very little 
of my old life left, I miss it. 
In discussing the p ositive aspects, 70% of the 
respondents conveye d that love for the gra ndchi ld was the 
best aspect of the situation. A grandmother of a two year 
old summed up the fee lings of love quite eloquently when she 
said, "There's not hing bet t er than warm baby snuggles to 
get your day off to a good start." 
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Insert Table 4 about here 
Despite the negatives grandparents enjoyed t he opportunity 
to know their grandchildren on such a close level. 
Forty percent felt that the chance to raise their 
children in a safe, loving environment was extremely 
important. Transmitting good values and helping the 
grandchild to grow to be a productive p erson was viewed by 
these respondents as a positive consideration. A 
grandfather illustrates this feeling by commenting, "The 
satisfaction, knowing we're doing the right thing, molding 
him, giving him good guidance." 
Three of the respondents fel t that one of the positive 
facets was the ability to use experience to facilitate their 
parenting skills. They felt more knowledgeable about 
children and more confident of their abilities at t his po i nt 
in their lives. A grandmother said, "I'm happier with 
myself now than I was when my own child was young." A 
grand father who felt he was getting a second chance at 
p a rent ing r eported the most posit i v e aspe ct of raising his 
grandchild is " ... being a parent again with all the wisdom 
and knowledge I've accumulated over the years." 
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Legal Issues 
The fourth research question dealt with the issue of 
legalities involved with raising their grandchildren. 
Grandparents were asked if they had encountered any legal 
problems associated with their situation. Fifty percent of 
the grandparents have legal custody of their grandchildren, 
20% have legal guardianship and 30% have no legal standing. 
Of those that have legal custody two are ln the process of 
attempting to adopt the grandchild. 
Those without any legal standing are in the most 
tenuous of circumstances. They must get permission from the 
parents to seek medical care or even enroll the child in 
school. At the mercy of the custodial parents they are 
often victims of blackmail, the adult child threatening to 
remove the child from their home. All of the respondents in 
this category conveyed a feeling of being "in limbo". One 
grandparent expressed ambivalent feelings about his legal 
standing, "Sometime s I think we should ei ther make our son 
(who has legal custody) take responsibility for him or that 
we should try to adopt him. " 
Those respondents with legal custody report few legal 
problems. The exception was a grandparent that received 
custody in another state. When her daughter-in-law 
kidnapped t he children she discovered the custody 
arrangement had not trans f erred between s t ates. She reports 
that there was a great deal of time and money involved in 
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clarifying her legal standing. 
Two of the respondents (a married couple) who have 
legal custody of their grandchild are currently in the 
process of attempting to adopt. They have had l egal custody 
since the grandchild was six weeks old, a period of two and 
a half years. Their daughter} who has had very little 
contact with the grandchild} is now seeking to terminate al l 
of the grandparents legal rights to the child and reinstate 
herself as the legal parent. 
The Adult Child 
The fifth research question was designed to ascertain 
the nature of the relationship between the grandparent and 
their adult child. Respondents were asked to describe their 
relationship wi t h their adult child. 
Only one respondent felt that her relationship with her 
adult child was good. She felt the situation was out of her 
s on's control because he was in the service and out of the 
country. Her motivation for taking care of the 
grandchildren was to help her son. Concerning the mother of 
the grandchildren, the grandmother acknowl edged that her 
daughter - in- l a w was not truthful or d ep e nda b le and h ad v e ry 
possibly abused the grandchildren. Despite this; she 
remains sympathetic with her ex daughter -in-law and 
continues to try to help her . 
The remaining 90% of the respondents described their 
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relationships with their adult children in negative terms, 
ambivalent at best. Many complex emotions surface when 
discussing the adult child; anger, resentment, guilt, love, 
disappointment are some of the more prevalent feelings. 
Four (40%) of the grandparents alluded to a feel i ng of 
disappointment associated with their adult child. A 
grandmother who is raising three young grandchildren 
describes her relationship with her daughter, "Our 
relationship is strained at best. I really don't like the 
person she has become, we have little in common. There are 
many disappointments to deal with." 
Guilt was a strong emotion verbalized by two of the 
grandparents. A grandmother stated, "It's hard for me to 
accept that I raised a chi l d that is incapable of being a 
good parent." 
Another grandparent felt he was partly responsible for 
the situation because when the adult child was growing up he 
had been s e lf i sh and immature, never developing a close bond 
with the child. 
Two of the respondents referred to a rather tenuous 
relationship, it's status based on their ability or 
will i ngness t o please the adult child. A grandmother cari ng 
for her i nfant grandson expressed h er fears, "I · love her. 
I know I' m too soft on her but I don't know where to draw 
t he line. I don't wa nt to get her upset, she mi ght take 
the baby." 
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A grandmother who is raising her son's child described 
her relationship with her son, "My son resents any advice 
or interference. We get along if I watch what I say." 
Two of the grandparents remarked that they felt 
resentful of their adult child. A respondent discussed that 
she felt many complex emotions related to her son including 
pain, anger, and sadness. She said that she constantly 
fights off feelings of resentment towards him. Another 
participant said that although he thought he stil l loved his 
son, he did not like him and resented him for what he had 
done to the family. 
Grandparent's Perceived Needs 
The sixth research question was devised to de t ermine 
what the grea test needs o f t he grandparents r aising their 
grandchildren are. Although there were two questions aimed 
at eliciting this information, it was actually obtained 
through varying parts of the interview processes. 
Many of the respondents (60%) felt that the need for 
financial assistance was important. A grandfather said that 
the reason they had n o t t ried to a dopt their grandchild was 
that they wou l d los e e 's s entia l f i n a nc ial a s s istance f r om the 
state if they did. 
Four o f t he g r andparen ts talked about the vital 
necessity for outside s uppor t. I nformal s upport networks , 
such as friends, families, and c o-workers were seen as 
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essential as well as organized forms of support such as the 
"GRANDPARENTS RAISING GRANDCHILDREN" support group. 
Four of the participants communicated the need for time 
away from the grandchildren . The physical exhaustion 
asscciated with raising young children led to the desire for 
an occasional resp i te from responsibility. Also mentioned 
as a reason for needing time away was to spend time with the 
spouse uninterrupted. 
The need for legal information and counsel was 
mentioned by three respondents. Time, money and vague laws 
conce rning the rights of grandparents were given as the 
reasons for citing lega l information as a concern. 
Insert Table 5 here 
Support Network 
The final question asked was concerning the social 
support n etwork available to the grandparents. To acquire 
this data respondents were asked about how friends, families 
and co-workers have reacted to their situation. 
Ninety percent of the respondents said that they had at 
least one family member that had been extremely supportive. 
Family members that were actively involved included other 
adult children, sisters, ex-in- laws , and parents. One of the 
responde nt s stated t hat her mother was very understanding of 
what she is doing because she raised a grandchild herself 
for a period of five years. 
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Only three people mentioned friends as a positive 
source of support. Of those three, two were the youngest 
respondents in the study, aged 39 and 42, reporting that 
most of their friends still had young children so their 
social activities naturally included children . The subject 
of friends brought no response from four people. Two of the 
remaining three respondents stated that they no longer had 
time for friends. One respondent felt her friends had been 
a source of stress rather than support. She remarked, "Our 
friends complain that we can't go out anymore. They don't 
understand why we're doing what we're doing. None of them 
offer to help, to give us a break." 
In answer to the researcher's question about the formal 
support system, it became known during the pilot study phase 
of the research that no support group for grandparents 
raising grandchildren exi sted in the Tulsa area. Feeling 
there was a definite need f or such a group t he researcher 
organized an ongoing monthly support group which began in 
July of 1992. 
Discuss ion 
Role Issues 
The results of t h i s study v alid ated the researcher ' s 
expectations that there would be a large gap between the 
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role that the respondents viewed as ideal and the role that 
they are immersed in as grandparents. In accordance with 
prevlous research (Barranti,1985i Cherlin & 
Furstenberg,l985; Jones,l973), the majority of the 
respondents envisioned a fun or indulgent relationship with 
their grandchild. Using Cherlin and Furstenberg,s scale of 
grandparenting styles, their desired role fits the category 
of passive grandparenting. The actual role that they are 
fulfilling fits the classification of influential 
grandparenting. This signifies a major gap between desired 
role and actual role of grandparenting. 
Respondents that had been taking care of their 
grandchildren for a relatively short period of time (ie, a 
year and a h a lf or less) expressed the hope that they would 
eventually return to their desired level of involvement. 
Those that had been involved in parenting their 
grandchildren for a longer period of time (3 years or more) 
communicated that they had accepted the fact that they would 
be permanent caregivers to their grandchildren. 
This difference relates to the issues of role 
transition (Cottrell,l942). To make the transition from 
grandparenting to p a r enting the individual must deal with 
the issue of role loss, grieving for the deprivation of the 
expected role. Making the transition difficult is the lack 
of ant icip a t o ry s oc i alization. Ra i sing g randchi ldren i s not 
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a role for which there is any preparation for nor are there 
any societal norms to follow. 
As the grandparents remain ln the role of parents 
to their grandchildren for an extended period of time the 
role of paren ting their grandchildren becomes more 
comfortable and acceptable to them. 
Financial Strain 
Although 90% of the respondents could be classified as 
middl e class, a high percentage (60%) reported that the 
financial burden was a negative factor. There exists a 
substantial amount of confusion, even among the Department 
of Human Services , about what financial help grandparents 
are eligible for to assist in raising their grandchildren. 
One of the grandmothers openly vented her frustrations with 
"the system". After many frustrating encounters with the 
Department of Human Services she finally gave up. She 
stated: "They are supposed to be helping people who are 
trying to help themselves, but they're not." 
Compounding the financial strain is the added expense 
of counseling and therapy that many of the grandchildren are 
i nvolved i n. Recovering from the trauma i n flict ed by 
abusive or neglectful parents can be a long and difficult 
process that requires professional intervention. 
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The Adult Child 
Grandparent's reactions to their adult children brought 
strong responses. Disappointment and guilt were common 
threads running through talk of adult children. "Where did 
we go wrong?" "How could I have raised a child that turned 
out so bad?" "I'm so disappointed with the person my child 
has become." These were typical comments made about the 
adult children. Grandparen ts that had other adult children 
seemed to take comfort in the success of their other 
children, often citing their - accomplishments. This could be 
viewed as a mechanism to validate thei r feelings of self 
worth as parents. 
Despite the negative feelings towards their adult 
children ambivalent feelings were also voiced. Although 
several of t he respondents profess that they do not like the 
person their adult child is, they continue their parental 
f eelings of love . In associat i on with the topic of love, 
t h e concept o f "tough love " was frequently mentioned. Clear 
boundaries must be drawn to protect the grandchildren and 
to ensure that the grandparents are no t taken advantage of. 
Social Support Networ k 
Family is a strong sense of emotional and phys ical 
support for mos t (90 %) of the r espondents . Grandparents 
talked a bout how essential a s upport network is in 
maintaining sanity. Five of the eight female respondents 
are single which makes a outside support even more vital . 
Listed as sources of support within the family were other 
adult children, siblings, in-laws, and parents. 
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Friends were seen as a support for only three 
respondents. Because the median age of respondents was 51.4 
it is assumed that most of their peers have ~hildren that 
are no longer in the home. Adapting activities eo include 
young children is not desirable to the friends. As one 
grandmother reported, by the time arrangements are made for 
someone to watch the child they are t oo exhausted to go out. 
Several other r espondents said they did not ever leave their 
grandchildren with babysitters due to a fear of kidnapping 
by the adult child. 
The formation of "GRANDPARENTS RAISING GRANDCHILDREN" 
has helped to bring people in similar situations together. 
Although no formal evaluation has been done the loyalty to 
the group is evidenced by the consistent attendance, active 
participation and positive comments. The group has grown to 
over thirty in just nine months. From the beginning 
participants h ave been willing to help by taking turns 
bringing ref reshments, passing out fliers and helping make 
decisions a bout f u t ure speake rs. The group has recently 
elected officer s for the first time, delegating most duties 
to the participants . The group is now self sufficient, only 
occasionally relying o n the researcher for assistance . It 
is a frequently heard comment at the monthly support group 
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meetings that the group is their only social activity. 
Quality child care offered at the site of the meetings makes 
it possible for the grandparents to attend. The researcher 
lS often thanked for organizing the group. 
Recommendations For Future Research 
Because the situation of grandparents ralSlng 
grandchildren is ln a state of rapid growth and changing 
demographics there is a need for further research . There 
are few published studies dealing with the issue, 
particularly using non- ethnic minority samples. There 
exists an abundance of i ssues dealing with grandparents that 
are raising their grandchildren that need to be 
examined.Some recommendations for future research: 
1. To measure the effectiveness of a support group on 
overall satisfaction with their situation, pre-test 
participants at the time they attend the first meeting. 
Six months later administer t he post-test. Look for 
significant differences in areas of perceived social 
support, knowledge of community resources and 
confidence in parenting skills. 
2 . To measure t h e ef fect o f t i me on role transi tion 
compare those who have been parenting their · 
grandchildren three to five years with those that have 
b een parenting their grandchildren s ix months to three 
years. Develop and administer test concerning issues 
of role transition and role clarity. 
3. To compare various ethnic groups in relation to their 
role expectations of grandparenting, determine how 
those expectations e ff ect satisfaction with their 
current role of parenting their grandchildren. 
4. To develop educational programs for grandparents, a 
study focusing on adults that were raised by their 
grandparents would be very beneficial. 
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5. To understand the complex emotions of the 
grandchildren, there is a need for research to be done 
on the children that are being raised by their 
grandparents. 
Implications of the Study 
The formation of the support group was an important 
start for grandparents who are raising their grandchildren. 
However, there are still many needs that are not being met. 
This study points to the need for an increase in awareness 
among professionals about the unique problems that 
grandparents encounter when rais ing their grandchildren. 
The scope and complexities involved are unfamiliar to most, 
yet touch professionals in many areas including the school 
systems, health care , the legal system, and all types of 
social s ervi ce agencies . Awareness and education about t he 
needs and rights of the grandparents raising their 
grandchildren is imperative for professionals ln these 
fields. 
Education for the grandparents themselves is also 
essential. Grandparent support groups are a needed 
educational resource for grandparents raising their 
grandchildren assisting them in coping with the 
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Demographic Characteristics of Grandparents Raising 
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Maternal Grandparents 5 
Paternal Grandparents _5 ___ -
Married 5 
Single 5 








Question asked: What do you think the ideal grandparent-
grandchild relationship is? 
Results: Eighty percent discussed the ideal of a 
relationship of a voluntary nature based on shared leisure 
activities and pleasure. Some of the responses are as 
follows: 
39 yr. old grandmother- "Take vacations together, 
garden together, play, send them home- to a home where you 
don't have to worry about them." 
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45 yr. old grandmother- "Live in the same town, take on 
outings, send them home to a safe, happy environment." 
56 yr. old grandmother- " I would spend time doing fun 
things, going to the park, keeping them on the weekends." 
58 yr. old grandfather- "The ideal relationship would 
be to do fun things together,spend the day together, then 
say goodbye." 
56 yr . old grandmother- " I don't know what the ideal 
grandmother relationship is. I only got to be one for two 
years. I suppose spend time with them, play and read." 
Table 3 
Cherlin and Furstenberg's Styles of grandparenting (1985) 
A continuum of involvement 
Grandparents responses for desired role of grandparenting: 
90% 10% 
I I I I I 
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I 
detached passive supportive authoritative influential 
Actual roles they are involved in: 
100% 
I I I I I I 
detached passive supportive authoritative influential 
Gap between desired and actual role: 
90% 
10% 
I I I I I I 
detached passive supportive authoritative influential 
Table 4 
Negative Factors as Perceived by Grandparents 
Finances 
Dealing with adult child 
sacrifice of personal life 
Physical fatigue 












Needs as Reported by Grandparents 
Financial assistance 
Support network 
Time away from grandchildren 
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PILOT STUDY INSTRUMENT 
75 
GRANDPARENTS AS CAREGIVERS OF GRANDCHILDREN 
RESEARCH INSTRUMENT 
DEMOGRAPHICS 
1. How many grandchildren are living with you? 
2. What are their ages? 
3. Are the grandchildren your daughter's children or 
your son's children? 
4. Are there others living in the house with you and 
the children? 
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5. How long has the child care situation been as it is 
now? 
6. How did the situation come about? 
7. Are either or both parents involved with the child? 
8. Are other family members or the child's other 
grandparents involved in the care of the child? 
9. Are you working outside the home? 
10. (If no. 9 is yes) How do you manage day care? 
CONTENT QUESTIONS 
A. What hobbies or interests do you have? 
B. How much time do you have to pursue your own 
interests? 
C. Do you have time away from your grandchild on a 
regular basis? 
D. What is the most rewarding part of what you are 
doing? 
E. What challenges you most about the current 
situation? 
F. Has this put a financial strain on your resources? 
G. What form of discipline do you use? 
H. How are these methods of discipline different from 
the ones used in raising your own children? 
I. Do you feel you are teaching your grandchildren 
what's really important? 
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J. Do you consider yourself a grandparent, a parent or 
something in between? 
K. What would the ideal grandparent/grandchild 
relationship be like? 
L. How would your life be different if you were not 
raising your grandchildren? 
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M. Do you foresee changes in the situation in the next 
five years? 
N. When the interview is about to end, ask whether 
the interviewee would object to stating his/her age. 
Then ask health status of grandparents. 
0. Ask whether it would be helpful to meet with other 
grandparents in similar situations. Give information 







voluntarily consent to participate in a research project 
titled " Grandparents Raising Grandchildren" investigating 
the complexities of grandparents who are involved as primary 
parents for their grandchildren. I understand that the 
purpose of this study is to learn more about the issues that 
grandparents raising grandchildren deal with. 
I understand that I will be asked a series of open -
ended questions by the researcher that will take 
approximately one hour. I understand that I may answer the 
questions as completely as I feel comfortable, or not at 
all. I understand that my privacy will be protected and 
that all information I give will be confidential. My name 
will not appear on any document other than this consent 
form. 
I understand that I may withdraw from this study 
without any consequences to myself. 
I may contact Diane Morrow-Kondos, the project 
investigator, . at {918) 481-6594, or Dr. Joseph Weber,faculty 
advisor, at (405) 744-5061, should I wish further 
information about the research. I may also contact 
University Research Services, 001 Life Sciences East, 
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK. 74078, (405) 744-
5700, concerning my legal rights as a research subject. 
I have read and fully understand the consent form. I 








1. Tell me about your grandchildren. 
2.What is the main reason you are caring for your 
grandchildren? 
3.Have you encountered any legal problems associated with 
rai sing your grandchildren? 
4. How have other people in your life, friends,family,co-
workers, reacted to your situation? 
S.Describe your relationship with your adult child. 
6.What do you think the ideal grandparent-grandchild 
relationship 
is? 
7.What are some of the most difficult aspects of the 
situation you are in? 
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B.What are the most positive aspects ? 
9.How do you env~s~on your life, your adult child's life and 
your grandchildren's life five years from now? 
lO.If you could give advice to other grandparents that are 
raising their grandchildren what would it be? 
APPENDIX D 
IRB APPROVAL FORM 
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I oq:ttt rtii"lllw.. RKVLCa ~ 
FOR" ~r~JD!t· SOB.J'EI::r.r RXSDRCJ 
?roposal Tit~: GRANDPARENTS RAISING CHILDREN 
?rincipal Investigator: Joseph A. Weber/ Diane Marrow-Kondos 
i:>at.e: Auaust 26, 1992 IRB N HE-93-006 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
!his application has been reviewed by the IRB and 
?recessed as: Exempt. ~X) Expedite [ Full Board Review [ 
Renewal ~r Continu1~ion ( 
Approvai Status Recommended by Reviewer(s): 
Approved :k.x ] Deferred for Revision 
Approved with Provision ( Disapproved [ 
Approval status subject to review by full Institutional Review Board at. 
next meeting, 2nd and 4th Thursday of each month. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Comments, Modifications/Conditions for Approval or Reason for Deferral or 
:>isapproval: 
COMMENTS: 
Question #25 needs an "s" on aspect(s). 
Consent Form: The l ast sente nce of the second paragraph should read, "My 
name will not appear on any document other than this consent form. 
The name Terry Maciula should be removed, just leaving University Resedrch 
Services. 




SUPPORT GROUP INFORMATION 
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GRANDPARENTS RAISING GRANDCHILDREN- A chronological history 
of the formation of the ongoing support group for those 
grandparents who have assumed the task of raising their 
grandchildren. 
MARCH 1992- Attended a one night class for grandparents 
raising grandchildren at St. John's Hospital in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma. About ten grandparents were in attendance and all 
expressed a strong desire for an ongoing support group. 
Researcher volunteered to organize the group. 
May- Began the search for a location to hold monthly 
meetings. Many places offered the use of a room but would 
not allow child care on the premises. Knowing this was an 
essential prerequisite, the search continued. Finally a 
church, Christ United Methodist, offered a meeting room plus 
the use of already existing child care arrangements on the 
premises. 
JUNE- Contacted grandparents from March meeting to let them 
know about the first meeting to be held July 1st. Decided 
on agenda for first meeting. Sent press releases about the 
group to newspapers and professional organizations dealing 
with the elderly and also organizations offering parenting 
education. 
A local specialty newspaper for older adults-"Vintage 
Tulsan" interviewed researcher and some grandparents 
concerning the new group. 
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JULY- First meeting held with six grandparents attending. 
The main purpose of this meeting was to determine the needs 
of the grandparents and what they hoped to gain from the 
group. Information, education and moral support were the 
mo.st frequent responses. A speaker was decided on for the 
August meeting. A grandmother offered to assist with 
refreshments for the next meeting and another volunteered to 
help put together a flier advertising group. 
"Vintage Tulsan" ran the story about the grandparents they 
interviewed on their front page plus a smaller article 
inside the newspaper. 
Contacted speaker for August meeting- Child Developmental 
Specialist, Barbara Wright enthusiastically accepted. 
Sent reminder notices to grandparents about August meeting. 
AUGUST- Ten grandparents attended and were very eager to 
receive parenting information from Ms. Wright. Grandparents 
requested speaker from "Tough Love" for next meeting. 
Finished fliers and distributed to various locations around 
town. 
SEPTEMBER- Representative from "Tough Love" was the guest. 
Very lively meeting, most felt they were very much in need 
of the tough love philosophy when dealing with their adult 
children. 
OCTOBER- Speaker was a Child Psychologist from Children's 
Medical Center that has worked with children living with 
their grandparents. Average about 15 members at meetings. 
NOVEMBER- One of the more popular meetings, attorneys 
specializing in f amily issues spoke about grandparent~s 
legal rights. Had elections for officers- Coordinator, 
Secretary, and Public Relations~ 
DECEMBER- Meeting was open discussion, no speaker. 
Christmas Party at researcher~s house mid-December. 
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National Public Radio· show - 30 minute interview with one of 
t he grandfathers about grandparents raising grandchildren 
and the s upport group. 
J.ANUARY- Child Psychologist was speaker, about eighteen 
grandparents in attendance~ New officers now in charge,. 
r esearcher taking a less visible role in group. Reporter 
from the Tulsa World c ame to meeting, interviewed researcher 
and several grandparents~ 
Article in Tulsa World, excellent article, lots of response. 
FEBRUARY- Five new grandparents attended meeting as a 
result of newspaper article. Meeting was informal, no 
speaker, open discussion. 
Researcher spoke at Legislative Day Conference in Oklahoma 
City. 
MARCH- Family counselor spoke about communication skills 
and rel ationships. More new members, active list is now 30 
grandparents. 
Researcher and three grandparents spoke at Cooperative 
Extension Service Conference at Shangri- La. 
APRIL- Article in "Tulsa Kids", Grandparents or Parents? 
Grandparents Face Familiar Role: Parenting 
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0 
_1_ !.~~1~"!_f: ________ _______ _ __ . 
.. . Couple 
(o-or~.41, .. -f' 
''h _.,. "•rd at flr~l . r:o~~hiiJ 
tlnrr I l"'auldn' l llh t-:d ha, t,h 
'"""'" hu:t.ln~u . hut hf' ('t"uld,..-1 be: 
hnn1r tit'"' lhr ltmf' to hrlr •lth 
lhf' tuhy - and bt-r'tUS(' h~ r~n·l 
,....., . . Mlrh•rl ran nr'llf'f b-- lrlt 
tlon~ . 
.. 1 htd my plly putln and I 
told t-:.d ·u 1 'tart nylnr,, jvrl l--'1 
~ ("r~t .·I hi''C to do U." t <tie-d • 
lot. ,.' •I'd It hP((W"d .'' 
... Guardian 
(o,.,;.. ... d f•o,., f . l -n,. du·n shr h•d htd .. .,•JihC"'' 
htb\' ~nd .1J"-td tnl'l., t.a._~r illuu.'· 
Vi~.f;"!:.,~~~tJ ,~:;h.;;;_::Uii to «M 
lht•>tll.h.'' \ht ~;ud Tltr wrrl. I 
~~~<1~~~ ;~~~::;~ tu••·t. 111y IIU•IIo~r 
!'hf' ~•id lhr mnthtr t p r •lhlrnu 
•rr~ "·l.u•·d hi dtu« ' "'' •'' .. J,ol 
•bu..,-
AIIMv~h the thl\drC'n tt.rl~ 
rallin& Varl£ina• ''Mom.'' the told 
thrm, .. , . .,..., call m" c:,.NJnta I 
•m C,;u.ndnu . l•m nol your"'"'"'· 
~"o'rn'.h~-~·11 hn Mon• and tr.< 
Vltctnla tJrarllru "lov~ 
lov~:· thr ul'-' ''Th~ rhll\lrf'n lU 
lht'¥ .,c afraid U '""'"" d'"' l •rl 
ttaF.t lhf'y 'll hn~ to ·,a bar\ :I 
.. , . 'Do ro• •1-nl \0 llt! back llh 
you w ... r,. ~ · Th-<1 uy Nu · .. · · 
~t,c uld 1hc had oltf'n bC'~ 
(tlnhalt'd in wnn&l" wilh QUa: 
horn• ' • lk-putmf'nl or Human 
Sn"it-~1 •h~n lhf' haa ~-rn ~ 
nlrd h,.lp. and at tim-:• hu h.ld 
lc-f'hnc:t o r , .. u.piiJ and hrlr·lr,.. 
ftC'U . 
1h~ 1a! ~~~ ~~fJ~~ I~~:-..:;::::!'~!~~ 
bf"lpina rrorlr •ho arr U )'tnt IO 
hf'l., thcmsrlw~. but lht'y'rc t"l"t 
Thry uy it's ' lhf' •:r•tf'm · ·· . 
~rnc nl lh,. chtldun rcrf't~~"< 
a.omc ll nancl•l 1vppor1 from » 
r •al~urity 
V1r1h.,la worii.J )0 lf' l) hovn a 
"""f"• . ,_ • .... ,,,..,.,, Sht' '""'"" • 
hi I" mornln,: shift ~o shot ~•n '''"" 
tht' rhildtC"n IQ thtreJ'Ir or Ia lht 
rlnrtnr r.r ha-wf' C'('lnfrt('n("r" wl\b 
thri• tr•ch<:rt. One ol V"['"'".' 
~~o~{t.lrr's b•b:r·slt' -hll" • " \ •~ 
"M)" hUh h1 ' ~lpo""d hnl" ortt 
llf', 1nd rn:r rhur d'> ,;twt •• ... ,lb 
n•< , 1,ulu,au .... : · •••tt \ ' u•ln• • . 
l'••n" l'>lnt'rOw · KontJn!\ dt• 
t("rlb"' Vtr&ll'la •• ' A t •Ju4 
f.'hrh1~an •onur'l "'"" "'• lr'"'•ll 
lhr Ud• •••bU111' a nd ,,, .,. .. ' 
"I .. ,., In ol,..,. r •lr rt .. rtna '""' 
f""'tl•'"l l"•PII·:•I "I .. ,.,.olo•t , ,,.,.. 
fartrh• rllr1 '' · 
~,.,. ... ,. lht"n, a ""'mntnJ_r:tm h:t't. 
ft"\'rah·•l 1:1o11ia l\a1" • ,.u .. ri··"•"·' 
I,.,.•ILinl, ,. ~., In NW' ul hro• 
t'lrr•,.t:~, boll :o"~ :OIOJ!l •lor • I'"' 
~nrrrin~ a~ul II n-•-
ra~~~;·~~~~ f:k~~~~h1!1'!~~ .:~': 
.,,u k phfth;tlly OK I duu I have: 
lim~ to b<f ,kk. any•ay:· 
Sh• ta)"l htr f'O'IIIIvc m<:nhl 
ouHoo .. and J.<nM of humor hav( 
h~l~ hc:r dc:al wtlh both Ml· 
("t-.tcl'• pt'oblcm• al"d hrr own 
Thf'rc h ru.-:nlm.:nt , thovlth. thai 
at t~h &lmr ln thrlr llvrt, 1ht 
•nd Ed art uruhlc: to ·~nd ff,c 
Und O( llfno(' lOitlhtr lhty h1d 
upt1'"t~. Thry ff"('-tntly nbt(fYf'd 
thrtr Uth wc-ddtnr anniY<~"••ry 
"ll('(ltob~do U!Tir .'' ull'll-':4. 
•·and •• ~· 1 lrrl •• thr-urh l "nt 
•&'"I n·ry r•pl r11y Ou• to " , ...... ,. 
,..0 '""~""""'""' 11"11111)· '"' '"''" rhlltt 
IUL~A WU"<Ll.J. ')UUUA.l , JA.NUAt.r I 1•. I¥"1'J 
.. 1-. wlfro ,.,.;\I,.,.,.. ... "" IIIUf' In• 
,.,,._. .... , ... ''""' loo 1..- ruJ.••IIu•r ,. .. 
:..t,.u .. 
M wl\11rl I• """' a rull . tlnl(' !'Ill · 
11••nl ,.,llh•· l.llllrl.ltthl lloott~r. :auo1 
•·•"' l>o~·l\~t,., ..... lo.,:o lrii[U"v•··l lr•· · 
'' ' '""'"""'"' · t ;J. ... i;a .... ,~ ... 
~h,. n•:o"·~ 11 tt' nulr daily 
ruvnd UllJ 11• l•~t him lln·rc and 
t•l•·• t,iut 'II'. "lt<""l'ald 
"Y.:~ ·"<t It led tu ld lltttn. but 
lhl'v dnn'l \now how \flo "'•nd1r a 
hltnd ("hlld. , .h .. yloo' ., hint ltk~ 
h~ hH ll•t••n"r or lomc\hlna. •nd 
Cl"n' l ..,,.nl In touch him. 
~r~~·vr r:~:~ ~~ ~~ 1 1 ~~:!:~~ 
Ulr ~lt·hul with rru on many 
;:~;;di·\:~'"!n,:• d~n ~~: l~~:C:'1~ 
ll'lr a ;nounl to( llrnr In -.·hlt.·h f did 
10 r~"~:s1".-~d Gloria ,;rl IIWIY ror 
tht ....... ~ \.c-nrt , tlldr 111n r·n u\f"l O"'tr 
h•l('n\o. """' Mt~l'l•r.l . 
" II" ·~ 11\ and hr t,nn't &Ot him· 
u·lt '"•"'"•r rrt llr' t • rnu•l · 
(' 1&1'1, bul •I '""' hr.'• "uaiJ,M •ntl 
h•~ ,.u df uJ nr akuhol rrnbtruu ... 
1hrt1111't 
•:•nrt ror rilurd'l. aM lhe 
~~r;:t.~,.'r,..n.:•:,f~uf~~~~~"~,~\1:~.~ 
t.h•' aald. 
.u;~:~';;:~;~·~~ ,\~~:.,~" '!! 
wtrt' tN: ~~" an~• Hkr tlHJ, lhH 
:{!:~"'ll•!:r"'~~.:~~a·~r; ~r'"~·: 
"'uc-h ta k than.lful (ot 
1c-;~~ .~':t~~~·,\~ :.t~;. ~~wf".:; 
f"l!f . l...., ·· 
. . ."Custody 
............. .. , . ..... !\ 
t .. t .. ·,. lth "'"' n•·r..r lh,. Wf"l(hl hr 
!''""'''''"'"" .... 0:: .. , ... ,,, ..... . 
.. , ...... t,f•• • , ..... r,·or n: l'lllltl 
J&,ljr · " Foor I••UI ''"\"' hr t•nuhln'l 
~"'I' .. "t II• I{ " . 
l•outnt.: tlu· too 'l hloo.l \o\' 1\lir -•!' 
'"''''"' lwr , .,. ,,. •h•• ..... ,., :. 11•·· 
t;r,llrd. 11:1111~· 1''""':.1 t· uncctC'tlnl 
h t:c l•rMIIh . hi~· ~o·t~ht.lhr till\\"" h•• 
"":r..: ,.1,·1.. It II•:' t .. tht• tl••·l o•r . • •l•;•t 
:u~ot l .. , • . nnr· ·h , , .. a ll" 
"I t•o•lln"ll tf,;. l 1'\'f'f\' tltnt• hr 
W•'lll '" l ·i;..tl In• Ul••lh•'l . ho• o·;anu• 
t.; .. ·\, :o>l•' lo. .' "'"' :o~a.id 
Tl"''' ,. "'"ll :o I"'''"""' alloou\ wl1at 
too 1l•t, !lh•• ,.;!l•l T!u• l•:olo)" ":o llh• 
.., . .,,. a.t ll:al..o· 
"-'l•f'n h•·f ~"" ' ""(hi r•u:o;lurly, 
;;~,','~ ;~~ ~~=;:~w.;~ 1cf'~;:;~l1. t1t1~~ 
~ .. ·~· .. ~:~::;·_· ·: .:~,"';:~, n! ~ ~·•: ~=."l~ 
. . ........ ~. . . .... . ........ 11 .... tl•:rl . ... ""'' 
" "Hin• '"'' ' ... ·i ll• I"'' Tlor lo.llh)• 1tul 
l ltll ,.,, .. ,. I•• -l:o •· In II••· !fllllllllt' f 
''' 1Y~2 
Willi < ' • mnlhtr h•• vl tlll na 
•h:lol..-
"" '•lho· h,,, ,,.,,,.,_,., ... h••·•. •11•1 
h .a h•~tn••'· h;ropc·~· rurra .. u" '"''Y 
lt•I&V, . '·"'I J•.ttr 
h,.,.,. l••:o• n•··l '" olr•l ,..,, .. ,,.,. ,..,.n 
lo•o•ll o•£"' I lo;lo•• too oo•oo.,•oo•l-·o loo 
11-'t a • h " 
Juh" ,,,,,,, .... l••llllnt•• •lur l nJ: lht' 
tlar ""' ' h•·r ''""'· ... ·h•• ...... ,t.~ •I 
ulc:::lol l ;rlo•·" t ·:uT •·I lhr h :oh'l.' • ·h U<": 
l'hr' or 11 "' •· '•· · •· • '''"""' " II•• an1l 
\o\'1IIU' lo• ', o I\ •f•,..t' l'olt•' !Oflcf 
"lholh oo l lloo•1n IM't'!l lh:t t rio~· 
" ... ~ .. 
~~ ... li.'1UI lh:'\1 .'lhl' an•l hrot ' " ' " 
h:'\\0 ' .: ......... ... , •• , .. l• i ••;J\11•11, t•• · ·l·:• 
,, , , . ... 'l"t •l•:tl! :.\'•' tJII(•' , .,, ....... . 
,., .llll•l ;oo ••tl 
· \1,' , . l:tl"t'ol it o•vo·r· ~n•l tl1•rirlr•l 
lh;:J.\ ... , , • ·ooulol '"' lrlt·u•l•. llolol ...,,. 
J,,,.,.,, o•; t• h ,,,,,,., :. n•l thnl 
¥·•o11l•l noot loo· •·u•:•u•··-. 
·ttul I:''", • .,, ••·:<l .. 'n:dltl " fur 
hhn 
"' Whall"nlflnint: i~ \\oorth ll . lm\ 
I ~• •1 u~>l l 'tlltolloilto .. t tu "'"' '"'"' I 
•'" ' l"'"l II ' '" fl.,. "=' ''""· , .. , '"Y 
I(I'JIIUohnll ,\,.,1 I thinl.. tlo.• l I 101 :'\ 
~ ...... l:. ; .... , .......... . . I 
Juli•• !<:>lol h••r h :uuh .ur lull, 
;;~. ~·~·~,r.::h•;:• !~:;::.~,· ... :·::~~rtt~~ 
lo. · ·· ' " cu.•• · l •·•• , ,.,.. • •· ~"''' · ·· · • . 
111 ~ 1 "" t·. "' \ "II ' ' ' 11) ao '"' '" l 
ltl"'ll")' 
I u,.rfi /1111 I kr ~·· f " ' ""' .- .. • 
n.;t J.,a .. ·. :.:, ~h1n't h.ll'l.'f" Jusl 
thr t,..,by l•t """''~· ai'H•vt ltlvon"1"rl , . 
t :\ n·.:n~. !<In• h;a, lrt"C"11 a ''"«I~ 
r.11 r ;·nt '"'"' !'In•·•· lh·r !Lon b a 
r•· o•uwrtl lll: ~l,•o hull r.: ""'"hto h11 
'"""' ~,r,..., lut 11\'r -wr11n., ltul It~ 
fl.;•~· ll-rt•u o"hluMh·•t1y clo•ptC',._..\.'d 
l ool • •:Vo•r•l yo•a t l' Jvlir l~ lu 
At . ,&..,.,., 
I loro•Hl' I o•;r,unrtl t: f'l.ll"ft( fl'Y 
"'"" .. lw•lo:ol"l•ol ' ~Ill" ~>hi " l1ul I 
rw .. ry th' Af\o1 I h•"'" lu lA'-•· It ,. 
11;..\' •• Ill"'"" .. .,... .......... , ... . . . .. h 
~:.;·:~.: ... :~·~~.~~·;.:::~~i "' .t .... . 
Sht' said (hll f"t"t:lt IIHHICh 
:;:.~r.~~~ .. ~:~r:• ~'it~·~ .. ~:-,.; bo1·"~n~~ 
I hill( I l11• 111011 I" UUit"f' i1Uj'" .. f•nl, 
I'm d•·trrtuln••J ll••t thu r t•il•l 
would Ml ht- 'thr nwl'l •••Y ·I ,.,.,... 
\t.'tl llf' .,.JII\I"'"""Ir, huttl'>r ••· atrHJ 
tua"'" olhrr luhi t·,.- thai n'l't'll 
~nH~II\f' I() h\o· ;ron .. ("IIYf' SUI\t\ 
j ,. th\·lr brhall Tt,ut- 11 r 11u dl ~ 
I'":"-• hi\· chll~r~n 
"Willi\·'" l11r•)· ttl ha"r '''" 1nd 
l' m lu~·•r tr• ....... hh•t lf'l lhr-
' "~ "1••1: ... rw·n hr":t h.H ... Iy , .... ,\,,. 
•n-1 ll-'1 , .. ,. I , I hulo\ hlt11 tn "'Y l:. t• 
·~ I :oit I" tht" , .,. .... · ·nh '" ... l'"r"" ' 
It '• Jllrllo•' lulh· , .... ,..,..,.,.h,,.la.tt I 
•br. · · 
" \'nv I·•~ I , . ,.,,' t ... ,., "'"' ''' l••l•\" 
""'11r.~l·· .. 
... Grandparents 
Conlinued from F-1 
had trouble dealing with the 
child's parent. 
Some individual comments in-
cluded: 
•··nere I raised a cltild that 
ca.11't. raise a clt ild ... So where 
did I s1·rew up?" 
•" 1"111 bitter (about til e chil-
clre n·s }Jarellt or parents) but I 
dou'r lwte rlten1." 
• "/ lwd to be both mother 
auc/ futiler w my child. Now 
1'111 rrwtlter, fatlter a11d grand-
per r e ru .. It's al1nos 1. too 111 uclt." 
•" We don't krtow where to 
Ill 1"11 I 0 or hOlt' to prOI'C?C'd." (HI C' 
j of ill<' i/1"1111</fatherssuicl. "f"_t -'•' 
I tukc•11 IIH• respunsiiJliHy Our "IJI !Jr"U>tdsoll) bra I clun't. !Citllt 
' i l. I jtL~I lie Lltt>re at night and 
rlri>tk . "( ;ud. what. <llll I t o c/o?' I 
IIC'( 't/ lu dtnll(/1' lllU ii!'U.rl." 
"In spite of eve rything. these 
gr <:~ ndpa rents love their children. 
or the1· wouldn't be able to do 
wll;•t tikv <:~redoing. It's emotron-
~ l ly wearing." said Morrow-
Kondos . . 
Support group member Bode is ! 
45 . single and works full time ~s ~ · 
data technical specialist. 
She had lived <Jlone for eight 
ve<.~rs. until she became t he len;,! 
guardian of her daughter·s cl~i l - . 
dren. The children are Christin:~ 
II: Dustin. 7: and Johnathon. 5. · : 
" ! liked living alone," she saiu.J 
"At first when I got the children 1 j 
felt rompletely overwhelmed. I 
was desperate. just desperate. Be- . 
coming lhrir p3rent was a trc- . 1 
mcndous respons ibility." 
ShP ~aJcl she felt cheateo out I 
out of being a grandpar~m. I 
She has a strong famil y support 
1
, 
system , she sa1d. "I can' t imagine . 
how It would be without their l 
he lp." 1 
The youngest group members 1 
at the support meeting wer•· ' 
Mar~.'. 39. anti Charles. 42 1who ! 
reques ter! tha t the ir re:~l names ! 
not be used. ) I 
Thc1· have been legal guarctian~ J 
uf thc tr 2 1 ,-ycar-old grandson ' 
SJOCe hL' II"<JS !! weeks Old. 
Married at age 18. the couple's 
daughtet· ;.tnd her husband went t •• 
~aliforni<J. where they p!<Jnned to 
live a carefree life on the beaches I 
Instead. their tlaughtc t· quick!\· 
bee:rmc pregnant and the coup!{~ 
hcc;,me destitute. 
P:vcnluallv Man· and Charles 
were gtveri custody 11 f lhe tr ' 
gra ntlson. 
M;u· v s1avs home tu l)c' full - · 
Lime nluthct: lu Lhe child. 
" ~<' w;t y woulcl we gl\·t· llltll : 
u t>. .. she ~aiel 
Other group members ineludc: 
Juli e (not her rei.! I name). a single 
grandmother 
rearing a 2· 
vear-old wi t h a 
2 1-vca r-old son 
a t horne: Karen, 
caring for her 
daughter' s 13-
momh old baby 
a nd whose 2l· 
year-old son 
lives at home; 
Gloria and Ed, 
who are reuring 
the ir 4 1,, -vcar-
; oltl blind grand· Kondos 
son: Jo. a s ingle grandmother who 
has had legal guardianship of a 
teen-age grandchild for about five 
years . 
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Grandparents or Parents? 
Spring 19~1;t i" special for my 
family. In Ia!~ .la11uary we wclcolllcd il 
new meml.)er to 0\11' f\lmily." ~rand· 
clou~h ter, AbiMail Joy. 
I had thP. wmulerful privilege <>I 
holding this beautiiul child when she 
was just a couple of weeks old. As she 
looked Into my face with her dee\) 
blue eyes, I <>gain realized how 
fortunate f <>m to be at this sl age of 
my life. 
Abby join< i< ~r big brother. 
Sammy. and their parents, Koren ond 
Dovirl [lutllc. in a family that is 
separatetl IJy great clislance. but 
~lh\'ilYS ck1st· in tiln11glu . 
\Vhen t rt.·luntcd IHHIIC and 
5IIJted lllCII'I:Ori•:s or IllY trip It I 
~:nglancl \\'it limy uluther (;\hiJy's aJHI 
Sammy's grcat.yn11Himotlu:r), Mutlu~r 
askeLI. "Were you tired'!" Ycs1" I 
responded. 1 was amazed at the 
energy required I ll keep up witl1 a 
toddler and a newborn. 
While I am one of the truly 
blessed grandmothers. many arc nut 
so fortunate. Grandparents raising 
grandchildren. lor whatever reason. Is 
an all too Increasing situation. 
Recently I talked with Diane 
Morrow-Kon(los who, last ycor. 
organized a support gruup lor grand-
parents roisiny grandchildren. 
Diane explains some o£ the issues 
involved in this ~rowing f.1mily 
re.lalionsltlp. 
MLovc thC'm, feed thc111. spoil 
1hr:n1. llu·n !"t' tl(t them hwnc tn tln:ir 
l>y Joan IV. flour 
parent,.' That is 






is viewed as a lime 




associalecl \\';, ~ ~ 
child-re,,riltg 
Although a 
tlHIJnrily oi ).!r; .ntlpi!n'tll s lll<lY des in~ 
t\11 indulg•:n l. i!nr rd;:tinHship, tlll 
iau:n:<t:-.ing Hlltlllll-r ;•n: hdng asked to 
lorc,.;u th:rl rnlt: ;uul ; , ~s t!IIH! the task 
of full·tilll r.: parc.:ntin).! of their yrall(l· 
r.hildrrn. 
,\n eslint~tect ·I jl\:rcenl ul all 
while children and 12 percent ol all 
hlack children in 1 he United Stales arc 
living with their grandflorenls. 
Adult children ore unable to care 
lor their mvn children lor a variety ol 
re.:lsons. Substance ahusc. incarcera-
tion. physical or mental i llness. 
teenage pregnancy and financial 
problems are some ul the more 
common si tuat ion,. !'hysical or 
sexual a hus.c ol rht:: ~r~ndchildren can 
also lc~d l o the j>locemcnt or the child 
In t11e grondpar~nl>' home. 
r.r.:mdparcnt:' in this situ;lrion 
(;u:l! ;l myriild ol t.:PIIIplcxilies - kgnl. 
t~ll lPtional a11rl phy~ it:.-,1 . \Vithulll lc:~al 
insurance polides. 
custody. grandpar-




Even if they 
have been raising 
the child lor many 
years they c~n be 
denied the rlghl to 
seek medical c~re 
lor the child, 
enroll them in 
public school or 
include them 011 
Ohtuining legal t:.ustody com hi! 
very difficult . cosily and emotionally 
<levastatlns. but without il the grand-
parents ant.! ~rant.fchildrcn remain in,, 
tentative position and at the mercy of 
1 he nat ural parents whims. 
Becoming parents to their 
grandchildren usually carries a high 
emotional price tag. The circum-
stances surrounding the placement 
Me almost always less than Ideal. It Is 
common lor the grandparent to deal 
with many powerful emotions con-
cerning their adult chllt.f: anger, guilt, 
worry, resentment ant.! disappoint-
ment. 
Compounding the 1>ro1Jlem, 
gr<>nd parents are often actively 
involved in ill tempting to assist their 
adult child deal wilh thei r problcnl,. 
Because of what the grandchildren 
lt.w c hccn through. they of l en have 
t.:onfuscd ami negative feelings 1 he 
granclp;uents must c.:ousider. 
i'..tany grilndpnrcnts who ilre 
raisin!;! tht:ir grandchildren are 
rclotively young and in good health. 
But lor those grandparents who arc in 
poor health, I he stress of parenting 
young children again can be espe-
cially difficult. 
In mlclltlon to the pl1ysicaltoll is 
th~ tnnsttult cnntern over what will 
happen to the grandchildren if the 
~i'tlm.lpllrenls clic nr IW<lllh problem~ 
cs<.:alnlc to the poi11t they can no 
longer care lor the g:rtmdchild. 
Fof !jramlparc111s who ,'"In• raising 
lileir granclchildn~n. isnlation is oHc1~ 
;ul issw:. To help itllcviillC llwt 
problem. Tulsa nrM l«os a support 
group. ~Gram.lpiircnts Rnising Crnnd· 
c.:hil<lrcn ," whost: purpose is tn 
provide socialization, education .1nd 
moral support. 
Meetings are held the first 
Wednesday ul each month at 7 p.m. at 
Christ Uniled Mclhodist Church. 
Child care is available lor Sl per child. 
For information please contac\ 
Diane Murrow-Kondas ,\1 •131.{;59·1 or 
Val Bode at 7·19~06:1. Pl<!ase consider 
this a special invitation to contact 
Diane or V.11 if you arc interested In 
the grandparent support group. 
Joan tV, tlfJar i.'i a fXUCII(, grnrrrl· 
JXlll!nt nml fl!!!lllnr cmrrrilmtor Ju Tulsa 
Kitls. 
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Second fam.ily 
Love them. feed them.1 
spoil them. then send them' 
home to their parents. Th<ll 
is how many of America's 
sL"<ty million grandparents 
picture spending time with 
their grandchildren. In our 
culture grandparenthood is 
often portrayed as a time to 
enjoy children without the 
tensions and responsibilities 
associated with child-rear-
Ing. 
A majority of g randpa r-
ents envision an indulgent. 
fun rei<Jtionship with their 
grandchildren. However. an 
incre<~sing number of grand-
pa rents are being asked to 
forego that role and assume 
the task off u II lime parenting 
of their grandchildren. ll is 
tstinl<Jtecltha t 4% of all white 
children and 12% of <Jll black 
child ren in tl1 e U n.ited States 
are living with their grand-
parents. Although the preva-
lence of this situation is in-
creasing. the magnitude and 
complexity involved continue 
lo be unrecognized and un -
appreciated by the general 
public . 
Whlle working on my 
Master's thesis on the sub-
ject of grandparents raising 
grandchild ren il became in-
creasingly ap parent that 
many of the grandparents 
involved fell Isolated. having 
little or no contact with oth-
ers in this s ituation. While 
at tending a 01 •" night class 
for grandp <l: r1ts raising 
gmndchildren . I met people 
and h eard st ories that made 
me unders tanct how vitally 
important a support group 
could be. 'J ' : · camaraderte 
shared in jus t a two hour 
meeting left everyone anx-
ious for more: the surface 
had barely been scratched. 
It was then l realized that 
forming a s upport group was 
not just a n ice idea: a sup-
pen ((roup was a necessity 
a n d t l 1c tiJne w8s n ow. 
The n eed ror a s uppon 
gro up ' '!:lS ob1·ious and from 
this need came the fomla -
tio n of GRAND PARE NTS 
RAISING GRANDCHIL-
DREN. Parlicipa ting in this 
group will provide an oppor-
tu nity tO beco111e acquainted 
with others in s imilar cir-
cumstances. II will be a fo-
rum where worries . conccn1s 
anrl helpful inrormat ion can 
be shared by llH'mbers. \'a ri -
ous prol'essionals lrorn the 
commu n.ity. child develop-
ment specialists. physicians. 
psychologists. <1 llOmeys. will 
occasionally be called on to 
s hare th eir h'Tiowlcdge In a r-
eas that are or specific con-
cern to grandparents in -
volved in parentin~ their 
grandchildren. 
GRANDPARENTS RAJS-
lNG GRANDCHILDR£\' will 
hold their firs t monthh· meet · 
ing Wednesday. Juiy l s t. 
7:00 p.m. at Christ Unitn: 
Methodist Church 3 5 !5 S . 
Hmvard. Child ca re \\'ill b· 
available at a cost of on,· 
dollar per child lo cover child 
care worker's wages. Subse-
quent meetings will be held 
the ftrst Wednesday of each 
month . same lime and plac,· 
Any interested persons ;m-
encoun:.gccl Lo attenc! . Fu: 
furth er infum1alion ca. 11 ·1 8 l · 
6594. 
Diane Morrow Kondas 
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Support in sight 
for grandparents 
- n,n· c;d l m.: ·:-.1um· Mod 
; t: ITY 'lJ:ld'.~ ~;tid 1\a\'. 
i \'h at'55D unus u al ;oi>Ou l 
' !::-t t? · :--·ton:· and "Dad· an· 
'\av a nd Je rry Gibbons of 
!nol " ~nd Jerry L~c and 
Christopher a re Jerry's blo-
lo~tca ! grandc hild re n. f:::Jc h 
c!1ilrl has he en with t hc111 
:'~lh~l' b efore L'ilCh w;1s a year 
·:lri. They n rc no" · l:l ;lltrl (i 
c:·s pcc t ive ly 
i\;l\· s :J\'S. -\ve hatl 1' "'(1 
t:.:·.:n ; tg.t· rs St ill ~.H hontc ;Lru! 
·.~o.·~· \\'•·:·, . a !s:J host~ng ~i f,Jr -
._~ : ' _  J';~- t.:!.:.~~l: :~\~~~~(;;~~:: ~-~ /_::~~·-l: l 
:::·:ld\·co ·.•:: IL ,jt: rry : .• -e ·~ 
: :::111e Hrc. t! \•:c1 s ~n l nll ;tl ly 
.-: ~ ·: '1.:' <1 !'"rot n ;·dJ pan ~t·> 1;; 
·:••h·cd lhat \ '-'L' r;u s ..: h m 1. 
'.'/ hc 11 Ctlri stoph cr ca me 
;\lung. two years l;:u e r. th r 
:;;unc.: clc:cision \v:ts ruade . 
.':ow \\'<' )J ;J,·e legn l gll<~ rci i<J il · 
-; !lip.-
ib\' ami J erry do n 't fc"! 
·sndc! l ~-d- wit !t Llli.:=.s it tla l :(UJ . 
T! li :V cllt' r!Sh ( ht· I IJ llC I lH·-.· 
~ l a\.·~- wi th t~:c child rc:n . n. ;, 
:! lC·re d !"t: soc ial p r(.tJ; t:t lb 
: :u1 ll:11"c noppcd up : !1e1· 
:: . : ~~~~ - ~ t::\:pt·C t t:d . .. JetT~." :-'..!\':--
".:. · i: <H! l\ 1 g r; I\'~ ~ ; 111' ; :·; 11:; 
111 r n !t~ c tn:k ~}f rric 1 i• i:.- . Tiley 
: . ·,d ~di hadt: h i ldn~t l tJt ll tltc_v 
... ·rTc g rOWl l and g u n c. \\' c· 
::ad t \•:t> link 'H tcs. \\'c h ;u! 
:: o~tllHl .~ i ll C.:OJTIO lOn ;11 1:\ 
· . . . ~ !·~ · \ \\: c:rcn 'l o·1.:::.kc·ci 'J' ' · 
:)c·c:a::;e the h o s t or :: : c~;~ 
::::!:• tii~nk ·,\.'(· williJ:;; ~ !: t iw 
:~ : ,~ s . So. we t!O 011t IJy rH 11 
., -:, ·<::::- i .as ;.1 !arnjjyl •• lot -
:\: ;, : . t l: t • t1:·t.\'· !I:. LJ;I~· - · 111: 
:- ;, , , ·;---,.... , ;_- ::·dhl l;! Cll : i,!!"l" l " 
:::\ f\;1~· Wh l." C Sltc l"l'; I ;!Zt" d 
-~ : .. · ... ·t; :Jidu ' l !.a· rdJIL' i cJ ·s '-Jt·t-. 
1n\.· J(ln,L!cr for IJdn g l lt:t'lk' : 
. .t !1UrHc.: . Sh e quit ;t poslliLH I 
. ~·t l i1 ;·, !·~~~a l bran I{ aflt·r !Je ll •1-: 
· : :~..: n .. 1:• )'l'lHS. 
. h=rr:.· and Kay agrct· !111· 
· · . ..; t ;ld\· L~c I h~y cuuld (.!i\'t..: t c. 
.~: 1yo::l· w hv ntrt y iind lil c l ll · 
:;d,·cs 111 a s unU;u sil ua rion 
1s to "be e ither gra n dparc ru s 
or parents . You can't he U<Jt h . 
- .. · ·· .-./ 
L1 . -.: . .. 
I 
Jerry and Kay Gibbons enjoying an outing wilh 
ChrisiOpher (L) and Jerry Lee 
'>'ou have: t n rlec ldP which 
rule yoot <J rc gfllng 10 pl~y 
an r1 s l ic k wil h 11. -
J(a_v says :;he l c:;l r nc:cl 
:l!Hll ll l ht~ l •:' i:.'.: ll:ll :-.t.:llll!li.lf. 
Cr;JIHi p a rt ·:ll=-' I~:J J S tng 
t_ ; r~ntkllihl rt' ll ilt'i rl at Sl . 
.J ,Ji l ll! l:•s p .. . :! lftHJI l"l! (lcl i flg 
: . :: <.~J'Iu !c : ::: II , . '!::l!>u ·n·i· 
i i ii i U.: bi~ck ;:. J\1 i:11TII. .She 
s; li c1 ::;he; d t TU 11'•1 t lwv lll'l'Ci ed 
t c• !-!,CI to t h1· n J ~eling . Tla~y 
ilnr ;, ;,dllllt " " "' th ey WC I"<:n 'l 
tcu J o pt 1:::1si ir· ;.1h 01t! fin<1ill~ 
:;olulic ,: J:-; ' '' ~.(J rttc uf I IH.: l r 
proiJk rns 1 h o·r ,- IJccm l;.l' Iiley 
ll ad tru:d ::;u ! ~U n_v •A he:· :tr· 
~.:as al n~;,cl_v: ... n·lnng lldp ;.)net 
' •I ller pr:(Jpk ' ' , 1 he s; n nr ::..lt u-
u p new social sltualions r hnt 
they need as :1 (am ih· 
D ia t ~~ ~.1 urrO \t.' ·l\n t HIO :-, . 
w h n S i-t \\' : • : tn:d ;1nd iH'tl:c! ( •!. 
l h ill nc·,-~: . :-; ;l~'S . · A: fir~l : 
\Vl.JS!l'l ..... 111 , · ·. t.'t' \\'OtJIO Ot' ~lh: , · 
t () ft ncl ;,t pi; an· tv 11 t~c.:t . \~o ..... : 
oflh t· pi;; . ~ - ~ 1. ,; n t :wh·.-i s.1 t-: 
\VC CLI\l ll : .:; •·• : Ji;t• f e l; t :l \ ~ : · 
cou!c! :. t !:- · , · hd~1 •.'fiit' 
Ch ilti t : Li t' 1: · .i •J:-;•.J i tll t: l\" llL'C· 
essarv . : ~ "·a~ luc J.i..\' l ~J f Ln t! 
Chrls t Ln n nl ~ ~ ~-t hodis t 
Ch urc h . T ho ·\" II ;on· !Jn: !l 
wond l'rf11: in ht!:luH.: :n tlk,.. 
fl r rungt :; ; , 'li !S ic ; t !n .... 
grou p 
Till' i::·.: : :lfJil t h!~· l : i i T i · 
lng, of c ~::: :dfJ .. !·t· r:l :; :-:.11::--::: _ 
Gra rl(!t' l . :~~ ! :·~:r : ! ..... ; u :-:! .u-
.~! iO i i . : ah:,: ;1·. -. !C1 1:n ;n·: t i l : 1 • 11 ~, , 1: 1 .;;:"1 : \ ' 1t l{ t" .: :'\: r· ! ~ 
b- 1: / : ~\ ·~ ·n· ;•_:. tlt'li: ! !<, :' I I !' · 11 dj;o;! · ~ ; , _ ~ : ·1: :J "' 
f JIISt ·d .-\:tiH , . • ~ll ti., · .t!1 •lll j"J 
;I ]! I ~ I : C ii :t,! '.\, · ~I IL;dl . t !lcy 
:--,dw lh :ll l ill·r,· we re (Jthcrs 
\\'l tu d id shan· · o~tllilarsitua­
lwns and w, · r~ · t:n!'ii t·r lo lalk 
HCi tV; JJ'I ! . ·· r; iHI , ·; t: c· ·.\':: : L 1 
i.l\';Jil:llJI4 ' ;:: !n\' '-'" :'\ Fur 
n 1u rc: tlll lll'IIl;H iOI I ;Jbutll lhl' 
grou p. ph-;tse L·ont :l<" l O taJ h · 
M orr ow - :·d HHi fJs ·at ·101 · 
u• •t J>I'(Jb lc n l:'; i. l HJ s h olfl.' idc.:as 059-1 . 
\\' tth Lh c Jn . 
They feel t l1e 11ew S JJfl · 
port g roup i lo:tl is s tanlng 
wi ll be a lJ!cssing. n ot only as 
:1 sounding uoard b ur hope-
fu lly ilS an avenue to open 
.Judit h n . Ros s 





AN ONGOING SUPPORT GROUP FOR THOSE WHO HAVE ASSUMED 
THE ROLE OF PARENTING THEIR GRANDCHILDREN 
*** 
MEETINGS MONTHLY, THE FIRST WEDNESDAY OF EVERY 
MONTH, 7:00 PM AT: 
CHRIST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 
3515 SOUTH HARVARD 
TULSA 
Child Care Available (Donation of $1.00 per child requested) 
*** 





If RESOURCE LIST 'i) 
NOTE: We have compiled this list in an effort to provide our 
members with resources for various needs. These are 
businesses and individuals whom members of the Grandparents 
Support Group know of and feel they can recommend . However , 
we don't as a group endorse anyone on this list and 
recommend you use your own best judgement in selecting from 
this list. 
(04/93) 
. :AnORNEYS }SPECIAtlZINGAit(::FAMILY:~ W; <'GUARDlANSHIPS, 
:ADOPTIONS ~:• ::ETC~ ::./+ : ..... · ·.· ·· ,,._ .. ·. . . , .. 







2524 E. 71st 
St., Tulsa 
74136 
502 w. 6th, 
Tulsa 74119 
. ' . 
Rita Browning, 




DENTISTS ' ,.· 


























7125 s. Braden 
Suite A, Tulsa 
6565 S. Yale 
Tulsa 
3233 E. 31st 
St., Tulsa 
74105 
5300 E. Skelly 
Drive, Tulsa 
74135 
650 S. Peoria, 
Tulsa 74120 
guest speakers 
















·FAMILY AND =CHILD :COUNSELING '~(cont.) 
Susan K. Geiss, 582- OSU Call ege of 
accepts 
Medicaid; 
Ph .D. 6281 Osteopathic specializes in 
Medicine, stress management; our 
Dept . of guest speelcer 





Christian Family 745- 2816 E. 51st 
accepts health 
insurance; 
Institute 0095 St.' Tulsa charges on 
(Tom Emerson) 74105 sliding sca le; (our guest 
speaker 3/93) 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT :SPEC1AllSl 
Barbara Wright 749- 1822 E. 15th 
our guest 
speaker 8/92 
Hillcrest Center 4444 St., Tulsa 






Let's Go Play 665- 4016 s. Yale, hourly, drop·in child care: 
2172 Tulsa 74135 S2.25/hr.(S3.25 
for IJI'lder 1 
yr. ) . Open Mon-
Thurs 8:30 AM to 
11 PH; Fri. 8:30 
AM to 1 AM; Sat. 
9:30 AM to 1 AM. 
(closed SISlday) 
Broken Arrow 355- 3015 
full day care 
and before & 
Club-House 5437 Mockingbird after school 
Lane, Broken care for ages 3~ 
Arrow (71st & 
to 13 
County Line) 
Wagoner County 357- 22700 E. 71st. 
full day care 
ages 6 wlcs. to 5 
Learning Center 2712 St., Broken yrs. 
Arrow 
99 
:usm 'tHILDREN'-S :cLOTlUNG 
Just Kidstuff 495- 6555 E. 7lst. 
3590 St. Tulsa 
451- lOlst St. & 
2986 Elm, Broken 
Arrow 
Kid's Corner 455- lOlst St. & 
accepts used 
cloth i ng on 
8464 Elm, Broken consigrment 
Arrow 




Candidate for the Degree of 
Master of Science 
Thesis: GRANDPARENTS RAISING GRANDCHILDREN 





Born in Tulsa, Oklahoma May 12, 1958. 
residing in Tulsa. Single, two 
Education: Graduated from Charles C. Mason High School 
in Tulsa, Oklahoma in May of 1976; received 
Bachelor of Science in Recreation from Oklahoma 
State University in May of 1980; completed the 
requirements for Master of Science Degree at 
Oklahoma State University in May of 1993. 
Professional Experience: Recreational Therapist at St. 
Francis Hospital, Tulsa, Oklahoma 1980-1984. 
Specialty areas were Geriatric and Psychiatric 
Units. Raised children full time 1986- 1993. 
Developed and implemented support group 
"GRANDPARENTS RAISING GRANDCHILDREN" July 1992-
present. 
